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Abstract
We aim at extending the definition of the Weyl calculus to an infinite dimensional setting, by replacing
the phase space R2n by B2, where (i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener space. A first approach is to generalize the
integral definition using the Wigner function. The symbol is then a function defined on B2 and belonging
to a L1 space for a gaussian measure, the Weyl operator is defined as a quadratic form on a dense subspace
of L2(B). For example, the symbol can be the stochastic extension on B2, in the sense of L. Gross, of a
function F which is continuous and bounded on H2.
In the second approach, this function F defined on H2 satisfies differentiability conditions analogous
to the finite dimensional ones. One needs to introduce hybrid operators acting as Weyl operators on the
variables of finite dimensional subset of H and as Anti-Wick operators on the rest of the variables. The final
Weyl operator is then defined as a limit and it is continuous on a L2 space. Under rather weak conditions,
it is an extension of the operator defined by the first approach.
We give examples of monomial symbols linking this construction to the classical pseudodifferential oper-
ators theory and other examples related to other fields or previous works on this subject.
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1 Introduction
The Weyl calculus associates with every function F , called symbol, bounded and measurable on R2n and every
h > 0 an operator, denoted by OpWeyl,Lebh (F ), from the Schwartz space S(Rn) into its dual space S ′(Rn). For
a function f belonging to S(Rn), this operator is, formally, defined by
(OpWeyl,Lebh (F )f)(x) = (2πh)
−n
∫
R2n
e
i
h (x−y)·ξF
(
x+ y
2
, ξ
)
f(y)dλ(y, ξ) (1)
where λ is the Lebesgue measure. If F is C∞ and bounded on R2n as well as all its derivatives, then Caldero´n-
Vaillancourt’s theorem states that OpWeyl,Lebh (F ) extends to a bounded operator on L
2(Rn, λ) (see [C-V], [HO]).
The definition of the Weyl operator as an application on S(Rn) with values in S ′(Rn) or, equivalently, as a
quadratic form on S(Rn), has already been extended to the infinite-dimensional case for some specific symbols
by Kree-Ra¸czka [K-R] and, up to a small modification, by Bernard Lascar ([LA-1]), (see [LA-2] to [LA-10] as
well for applications). In the present paper the hypotheses on the symbol of the operator (the function F in
(1)) are weaker than by these authors. We also give a Caldero´n-Vaillancourt type result in this context.
The classical definition (1) does not lend itself to an extension to an infinite dimensional case. We shall use
instead the definition of OpWeyl,Lebh (F ) in which the Wigner function appears. This operator is the only one
that satisfies, for all f and g in S(Rn):
< OpWeyl,Lebh (F )f, g >L2(Rn,λ)= (2πh)
−n
∫
R2n
F (Z)HLebh (f, g, Z)dλ(Z), (2)
where HLebh (f, g, .) is the Wigner function (for the Lebesgue measure):
HLebh (f, g, Z) =
∫
Rn
e−
i
h t·ζf
(
z +
t
2
)
g
(
z − t
2
)
dλ(t) Z = (z, ζ) ∈ R2n (3)
(cf Unterberger [U-2], or Lerner [LE], sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, or Combescure Robert [C-R], section 2.2).
The expression (2) is well defined for f and g in S(Rn) even if F is only supposed to be measurable and
bounded. Indeed, the Wigner function HLebh (f, g, ·) is in S(R2n). We first extend this definition (2) to the
infinite dimensional case (using Wiener spaces) in the same spirit, by defining the operator as a bilinear form
on a convenient dense subspace, with very weak assumptions on F (weaker than those of [LA-1] and [K-R]) :
see definition 1.2 below. To this aim we associate a Gaussian Wigner function HGaussh (f, g) with every couple
(f, g), where f and g are convenient functions defined on a Wiener space. Then we prove that, under Caldero´n-
Vaillancourt type conditions, this operator extends to a bounded operator on a L2 space (Theorem 1.4, which
is the main result).
We successively indicate what replaces the space Rn, the Lebesgue measure, the Schwartz’s space S(Rn)
and the Wigner function. Then we shall be ready to define the Weyl operator as a quadratic form, as in (2).
The space Rn is replaced by a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H , the configuration space.
The symbol F is a function on the phase space H2. One denotes by a · b the scalar product of two elements a
and b of H and by |a| the norm of an element a of H .
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The Lebesgue measure is replaced by a Gaussian measure associated with the norm of H . But, since H
is infinite-dimensional, this Gaussian measure will be a measure, not on H (which is impossible) but on a
convenient Banach space B containing H . Abstract Wiener spaces are an adequate frame. An abstract Wiener
space is a triple (i,H,B), where H is a real, separable Hilbert space, B a Banach space and i a continuous
injection from H into B such that i(H) is dense in B, other conditions being satisfied (see [G-2, G-3, K] or
Definition 4.1). The injection i is generally not mentioned and one usually identifies H with its dual space, so
that the preceding hypotheses imply
B′ ⊂ H ′ = H ⊂ B, (4)
where every space is continuously embedded as a dense subspace of the following one. For every u in B′ and x
in B, one denotes by u(x) the duality between these elements and one supposes that, if x is in H , u(x) = u · x,
This will be the case in the rest of the article.
One denotes by F(H) (resp. F(B′)) the set of all finite-dimensional subspaces E of H (resp. of B′). We
note that F(B′) ⊂ F(H) by (4). For every E belonging to F(H) and every positive h, one defines a probability
measure µE,h on E by:
dµE,h(x) = (2πh)
−(1/2)dim(E)e−
|x|2
2h dλ(x), (5)
where λ is the Lebesgue measure on E, the norm on E being the restriction to E of the norm of H . If B is
a Banach space satisfying (4), the continuity and density conditions being satisfied, one defines, for each E is
F(B′), an application PE : B → E by:
PE(x) =
n∑
j=1
uj(x)uj , (6)
where {u1, ..., un} is a basis of E, orthonormal for the restriction to E of the scalar product of H . This
application does not depend on the choice of the basis. If the Banach space B satisfies proper conditions,
(see Definition 4.1 for precisions), for each positive h, one can derive a probability measure µB,h on the Borel
σ−algebra of B, with the following property. For every E in F(B′) and every function ϕ in L1(E, µE,h), the
function ϕ ◦ PE is in L1(B, µB,h), and one has∫
B
(ϕ ◦ PE)(x)dµB,h(x) =
∫
E
ϕ(y)dµE,h(y). (7)
Other properties of the measure µB,h are recalled in section 4.1 and examples are given in Section 8. In
Section 4.2, the same notions will be seen for subspaces E in F(H). The Banach space B associated with H is
not unique but for any choice of B and any positive h, the space L2(B, µB,h) is isomorphic to the symmetrized
Fock space Fs(H), which does not depend on the choice of B (cf [F] or [A-J-N-1]). If the Hilbert space H is
finite dimensional, then B = H . If not, B is sometimes derived from H thanks to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator
(cf [G-3], Example 2, p. 192)), but other constructions are possible. In Section, 8 examples related to Brownian
motion, field theory and interacting lattices will be given.
Now let us introduce the space which will replace S(Rn) in (2) (3). For every E in F(H), we shall need the
isometric isomorphism γE,h/2 between L
2(E, µE,h/2) and L
2(E, λ) given by
(γE,h/2ϕ)(x) = (πh)
−(1/4)dim(E)ϕ(x)e−
|x|2
2h ϕ ∈ L2(E, µE,h/2). (8)
One denotes by SE the space of all functions ϕ : E → C such that γE,h/2ϕ belongs to the Schwartz space
of rapidly decreasing functions S(E). For E ∈ F(B′), let DE be the set of applications f : B → C of the form
f = ϕ ◦ PE , where PE : B → E is defined by (6) and ϕ : E → C belongs to SE . We denote by D the union
of the spaces DE , taken over all E in F(B′). This space D is dense in L2(B, µB,h/2). Indeed, if (ej)(j≥1) is a
Hilbert basis of H , the vectors ej belonging to B
′, the set of functions on B which are polynomials of a finite
number of functions x→ ej(x) is contained in D and is dense in L2(B, µB,h/2) (see for example [A-J-N-1]).The
constant functions belong to DE for every E in F(B′).
We very often need the following classical result (Kuo, [K], Chapter 1 Section 4).
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Proposition 1.1.
1. The space B′ is contained in L2(B, µB,h) and the norm of u ∈ B′, considered as an element of L2(B, µB,h),
is equal to
√
h|u|.
2. The inclusion of B′ into L2(B, µB,h) extends to a continuous linear map from H into L2(B, µB,h), with
norm
√
h, denoted by u→ ℓu.
The first point can be seen by applying (7) to a one dimensional space E. The map ℓ turns H into a Gaussian
space in the sense of [J] or into a ”Gaussian random process”, in the sense of [SI]. In the case of Example 8.2,
for every u in the Cameron-Martin space, ℓu is the Itoˆ integral of the function u
′.
Let us now define the Wigner-Gauss function, which will replace the usual Wigner function. Let (i,H,B)
be a Wiener space satisfying (4). For every subspace E in F(H), for all ϕ and ψ in SE , one defines a function
ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ) on E
2, setting:
ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(z, ζ) = e
|ζ|2
h
∫
E
e−2
i
h ζ·tϕ(z + t)ψ(z − t)dµE,h/2(t) (z, ζ) ∈ E2. (9)
One notices that, for Z in E2:
ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(Z) = 2
−dim(E)e
|Z|2
h HLebh (γE,h/2ϕ, γE,h/2ψ)(Z) Z ∈ E2. (10)
One will see (Proposition 4.8) that this function belongs to L1(E2, µE2,h/2) and to L
2(E2, µE2,h/4) as well. For
all functions f and g in DE , (E in F(B′)), of the form f = f̂ ◦PE et g = ĝ ◦PE , with f̂ and ĝ in SE , one defines
the Wigner-Gauss transform HGaussh (f, g), which is the function defined on E
2 by:
HGaussh (f, g)(Z) = Ĥ
Gauss
h (f̂ , ĝ)(PEZ) a.eZ ∈ B2. (11)
One writes PE instead of PE2 for the sake of simplicity. One will see in Section 4.2 how to modify this definition
if E ∈ F(H). According to (7), it follows from Proposition 4.8 that this function is in L1(B2, µB2,h/2) and
L2(B2, µB2,h/4). If f and g are in D, the subspace E such that f and g are in DE is not unique, but the function
defined above does not depend on E. Proposition 4.8 states that this Wigner-Gauss transformation extends, by
density, from L2(B, µB,h/2)×L2(B, µB,h/2) to L2(B2, µB2,h/4) and to the space of continuous functions defined
on H2. One will see, in (76), another expression of HGaussh (f, g), using Segal-Bargmann transforms of f and g.
Now we are almost ready to define the Weyl operator associated with a symbol F . If (i,H,B) is a Wiener
space, we have the choice of two phase spaces: H2 an B2. The first one is equipped with the symplectic form
σ((x, ξ), (y, η)) = y · ξ − x · η, but not with a measure adapted to the integrations we want to conduct. On the
contrary, the space B2 is equipped with the Gaussian measure µB2,h, but it is not a symplectic space.
This difficulty is overcome in the following way. The symbols will be initially defined as functions on
H2. There exists an operation, introduced by L. Gross ([G-1], see Ramer [RA]) and usually called stochastic
extension, which associates with a Borel function F on H or H2 a Borel function F˜ on B or on B2. This
stochastic extension, which is not a genuine extension, will be recalled in Definition 4.4. What will appear in
the initial definition formula (13) of the Weyl operators is the stochastic extension F˜ of the initial symbol F .
In the second step, concerned with the bounded extension in L2(B, µB,h/2) of this initial operator, we shall
restrict ourselves to bounded symbols. But in the initial definition of the operator as a quadratic form on D,
a polynomial growth will be enough. For the initial definition (13), the function F˜ (stochastic extension of the
symbol F ) will be in L1(B2, µB2,h/2) and the polynomial growth will be expressed in terms of the existence of
a nonnegative integer m such that the following norm is defined.
Nm(F˜ ) = sup
Y ∈H2
‖F˜ (·+ Y )‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2)
(1 + |Y |)m . (12)
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This norm is finite if the function F is bounded or if it is a polynomial expression of degree m with respect to
functions (x, ξ)→ ℓa(x) + ℓb(ξ), with a and b in H .
Definition 1.2. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4) and h > 0. Let F˜ be a function in
L1(B2, µB2,h/2). Suppose there exists m ≥ 0 such that the norm Nm(F˜ ) is finite. We define a quadratic form
QWeyl(F˜ ) on D ×D in the following way. For all f and g in D, one sets:
QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)HGaussh (f, g)(Z)dµB2,h/2(Z) (13)
where HGaussh (f, g) is defined in (11).
The convergence will be proved in Proposition 4.10. If F˜ is bounded, the convergence is a consequence
of Proposition 4.8, since HGaussh (f, g) is in L
1(B2, µB2,h/2). If we only suppose that Nm(F˜ ) is finite, other
arguments are necessary.
One sees the relationship with the classical definition (2), (3). If F has the form F = F̂ ◦ PE , where E is in
F(B′) and F̂ is a measurable bounded function on E2, if f = f̂ ◦ PE and g = ĝ ◦ PE , where f̂ et ĝ are in SE ,
one has
QWeylh (F̂ ◦ PE)(f̂ ◦ PE , ĝ ◦ PE) =< OpWeyl,Lebh (F̂ )γE,h/2f̂ , γE,h/2ĝ >L2(E,λ) (14)
where OpWeyl,Lebh (F̂ ) is defined on E as it is in (2), (3) on R
n. This equality comes from (10).
One can compare this definition with the definition in [K-R] or [LA-1]. The authors define an anti-Wick
operator associated with a symbol, a function defined on H2 which is, for example, the Fourier transform of a
complex measure bounded on H2. In [K-R] they associate, too, with such a symbol, a Weyl operator defined
as a quadratic form on a dense subspace. When the symbol F is the Fourier transform of a complex measure
bounded on H2, we prove, in Proposition 8.3, that F admits a stochastic extension F˜ , with which Definition
1.2 above associates a Weyl operator, defined as a quadratic form. For this kind of symbols, the Weyl operator
(as a quadratic form) is explicitly written in (139) and (135) or, equivalently, in (139) and (141). This last form
can be found in [K-R] as well. The anti-Wick operator can be found in [K-R, LA-1] in the form (140)-(135).
Our Definition 1.2 is more general, insofar as admitting a stochastic extension is more general than being the
Fourier transform of a bounded measure. Section 8.2 gives other examples of classes of functions admitting
stochastic extensions.
However, all functions do not have a stochastic extension. If H is infinite dimensional, the norm function,
which associates with every x ∈ H its norm |x|, admits no stochastic extension (see Kuo, [K], Chapter 1, section
4). In the same way, the function x→ e−|x|2, defined on H , has no stochastic extension. We shall not be able
to define a pseudodifferential operator, whose symbol would be F (x, ξ) = e−|x|
2
. This operator would have
to be the multiplication by e−|x|
2
, but this function, lacking an extension, is only defined on a negligible set
(the Hilbert space H is negligible in B, cf [K]) and this does not make sense. On the contrary, the function
t → e−(At)·t, where the operator A is positive, symmetrical and trace-class on H , has a stochastic extension
(see Proposition 8.7).
It now remains to extend the bilinear form defined above on the subspace D to get a linear operator bounded
on L2(B, µB,h/2). When the symbol is the Fourier transform of a measure bounded on H
2 (case treated in
[K-R]), the upper bound on the norm is a consequence of Proposition 8.10. For other cases we must specify
the hypotheses on F , which will strongly depend on the choice of a Hilbert basis of H . We can now state the
hypothesis on the function F , which will be the symbol in our version of the Caldero´n-Vaillancourt theorem.
Definition 1.3. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4). The norm of H will hereafter be
denoted by | · | and the scalar product of two elements a and b of H will be denoted by a · b. The norm of an
element of H2 is denoted by |·| as well. For all X = (x, ξ) and Y = (y, η) in H2, we set σ(X,Y ) = y ·ξ−x·η. We
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choose a Hilbert basis (ej)(j∈Γ) of H, each vector belonging to B′, indexed by a countable set Γ. Set uj = (ej , 0)
and vj = (0, ej) (j ∈ Γ). A multi-index is a map (α, β) from Γ into N × N such that αj = βj = 0 except for a
finite number of indices. LetM be a nonnegative real number, m a nonnegative integer and ε = (εj)(j∈Γ) a family
of nonnegative real numbers. One denotes by Sm(M, ε) the set of bounded continuous functions F : H
2 → C
satisfying the following condition. For every multi-index (α, β) such that 0 ≤ αj ≤ m and 0 ≤ βj ≤ m for all
j ∈ Γ, the following derivative
∂αu∂
β
v F =
∏
j∈Γ
∂αjuj ∂
βj
vj
F (15)
is well defined, continuous on H2 and satisfies, for every (x, ξ) in H2∣∣∣∣∣∣
∏
j∈Γ
∂αjuj ∂
βj
vj
F (x, ξ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤M
∏
j∈Γ
ε
αj+βj
j . (16)
The choice of indexing the basis (ej) by an arbitrary countable set Γ is motivated by possible applications
in lattice theory. Cordes [C], Coifman Meyer [C-M] (for the standard quantization, not for the Weyl one) and
Hwang [HW] remarked that, in the Caldero´n-Vaillancourt bounds, it is enough to consider multi-indices (α, β)
such that 0 ≤ αj ≤ 1 et 0 ≤ βj ≤ 1 for every j, which inspired the definition of Sm(M, ε). One finds in Section
8 examples of functions of Sm(M, ε) coming from interacting lattices models.
The main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.4. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4) and h be a positive number. Let (ej)(j∈Γ)
be a Hilbert space basis of H, each vector belonging to B′, indexed by a countable set Γ. Let F be a function on
H2 satisfying the following two hypotheses.
(H1) The function F belongs to the class S2(M, ε) of Definition 1.3, where M is a nonnegative real number
and ε = (εj)(j∈Γ) a square summable family of nonnegative real numbers.
(H2) We assume that F has a stochastic extension F˜ with respect to both measures µB2,h and µB2,h/2 (see
Definition 4.4).
Then there exists an operator, denoted by OpWeylh (F ), bounded in L
2(B, µB,h/2), such that, for all f et g in D
< OpWeylh (F )f, g >= Q
Weyl
h (F˜ )(f, g), (17)
where the right hand side is defined by Definition 1.2. Moreover, if h is in (0, 1]:
‖OpWeylh (F )‖L(L2(B,µB,h/2)) ≤M
∏
j∈Γ
(1 + 81πhSεε
2
j), (18)
where
Sε = sup
j∈Γ
max(1, ε2j). (19)
One will see in Proposition 8.4 that, if a function F is in S1(M, ε) and if the sequence ε = (εj)(j∈Γ) is
summable, then F satisfies the hypothesis (H2). Proposition 8.11 gives an example of function in Sm(M, ε),
inspired by the lattice theory.
The operator OpWeylh (F ) associated with F ∈ S2(M, ε) will not be defined by an integral expression, but as
the limit, in L(L2(B, µB,h/2)), of a sequence of operators. In order to define this sequence we shall associate
with each subspace E in F(B′), an operator denoted by Ophyb,Eh (F˜ ) and bounded on L2(B, µB,h/2). This
operator behaves as a Weyl operator on a set of variables and as an anti-Wick operator on the other variables.
It will have the form QWeylh (G), where G is obtained from the extension F˜ by applying a partial heat operator
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concerning the variables in E⊥ (see Section 2). Then we shall prove that, if one replaces E by a sequence
E(Λn) = V ect(ej)(j∈Λn) where (Λn) is an increasing sequence of finite subsets of Γ whose union is Γ, then the
sequence of operators (Op
hyb,E(Λn)
h (G))n is a Cauchy sequence in L(L2(B, µB,h/2)). Its limit will be denoted by
OpWeylh (F ). We shall see that, if one restricts this operator to get a bilinear form on D, it coincides with the
one defined by Definition 1.2. In particular it does not depend on the Hilbert basis (ej) chosen to construct it,
nor on the sequence (Λn).
The hybrid operator associated with each finite dimensional subspace is defined in Section 2. Section 3
presents more precisely the main steps of the proof of Theorem 1.4. Section 4 first recalls classical facts about
Wiener spaces, then gives a precise definition of the stochastic extensions, recalls the Segal Bargmann transfor-
mation, gives the necessary upper bounds about the Gaussian Wigner function and gives another expression of
the Weyl and hybrid operators, more convenient to get norm estimates. Section 5 establishes the norm estimates
which prove that the sequence constructed to approach OpWeylh (F ) is indeed a Cauchy sequence. In Section
6 we prove that OpWeylh (F ) is really an extension of the initially defined operator (Definition 1.2). Section 7
studies the Wick symbol of this operator. Section 8 gives examples of Wiener spaces, stochastic extensions and
symbols belonging to Sm(M, ε).
This paper would not have been written without a workgroup organized by F. He´rau, who induced us
strongly to get acquainted with Wiener spaces.
2 Anti-Wick, Weyl and hybrid operators.
2.1 Heat semigroup and anti-Wick operator
In an Euclidean finite dimensional space E one may associate with any Borel bounded function F on E2, and
for all h > 0, an operator OpAW,Lebh (F ) called the anti-Wick or Berezin-Wick operator. Instead of referring to
the usual definition, let us say that it is the only operator satisfying
< OpAW,Lebh (F )f, g >Leb=< Op
Weyl,Leb
h (e
h
4∆F )f, g >Leb (20)
for all f and g in the Schwartz space S(E). This operator has a bounded extension in L2(E, λ), also denoted
by OpAW,Lebh (F ), which verifies
‖OpAW,Lebh (F )‖L(L2(E,λ)) ≤ ‖F‖L∞(E2). (21)
This property is easier to extend and hence is more convenient as a starting point than the usual definition.
See [F] or [LE], Chapter 2.
To extend Definition (20) to the finite dimensional setting, we need an analogue of the heat semigroup on
B2, that is the family of operators H˜t defined by:
(H˜tF )(X) =
∫
B2
F (X + Y )dµB2,t(Y ) X ∈ B2. (22)
The operator H˜t corresponds, in the finite dimensional case, to the operator e
t
2∆. For every t > 0, the operator
H˜t is bounded in the space of all bounded Borel functions on B
2 (see Hall [HA]). Moreover, it is bounded and
with a norm smaller than 1 from Lp(B2, µB2,t+h) in L
p(B2, µB2,h) (1 ≤ p <∞, t > 0, h > 0), see Proposition
4.5 below.
For every positive h, one associates with each bounded Borel function F on B2 an operator called anti-Wick
operator. It will first be defined as a quadratic form on D ×D, denoted by QAWh (F ) and such that
QAWh (F )(f, g) = Q
Weyl
h (H˜h/2F )(f, g), (23)
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where the Weyl quadratic form is the one of Definition 1.2. One will see in Corollary 4.12 an expression which
is closer to the usual definition, as well as the fact that this quadratic form is linked with a bounded operator,
whose norm will be specified.
The following step is associating, with every subspace E in F(B′), a hybrid operator, with the help of a
partial heat operator. This hybrid operator behaves as a Weyl operator associated with F regarding some
functions, and as an anti-Wick operator associated with the same symbol regarding some other functions.
2.2 Wiener measure decomposition
The following proposition proved in Gross [G-4] or in [RA] allows to split the variables for our hybrid operators.
Proposition 2.1. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space. In the following, the injection i is implicitly
understood, H is identified with its dual space in such a way that (4) is verified and we fix a subspace E in
F(B′). Let E⊥ be the following space:
E⊥ = {x ∈ B, u(x) = 0 ∀u ∈ E}. (24)
Let i1 denote the injection of E
⊥ ∩H in E⊥. Then:
1. The system (i1, E
⊥ ∩H,E⊥) is an abstract Wiener space. We denote by µE⊥,h the Gaussian measure of
parameter h on E⊥.
2. We have, for all h > 0:
µB,h = µE,h ⊗ µE⊥,h. (25)
The map x → (PE(x), x − PE(x)) (where PE is defined in (6)) is a bijection between B and E × E⊥. We
denote by x = (xE , xE⊥) the variable in B and by X = (XE , XE⊥) the variable in B
2. Sometimes, we shall
write X = XE +XE⊥ .
2.3 Partial heat semigroup and hybrid operators
If E is in F(B′), one can define, as in (22), on the one hand a heat semigroup acting only on the variables in E
and, on the other hand, another one acting on the variables of E⊥ (defined in Proposition 2.1). There are two
kinds of operators acting on the variables in E: the first kind acts on a space of functions defined on H , the
second kind, on a space of functions defined on B. For the operator acting on the variables of E⊥, the second
version only is available.
Let E be in F(B′). For all t > 0, we define an operator HE,t on the space of bounded continuous functions
on H2, setting, when F is such a function:
(HE,tF )(X) =
∫
E2
F (X + YE)dµE2,t(YE) X ∈ H2. (26)
We define likewise an operator H˜E,t, defined by the same formula, but acting on the space of bounded Borel
functions on B2.
We may also define a partial heat semi-group, only acting on the variables lying in the subspace E⊥. For all
bounded Borel functions F on B2 and for all positive t, one may define a function H˜E⊥,tF on B
2 by setting,
for all X in B2 :
(H˜E⊥,tF )(X) =
∫
(E⊥)2
F (X + YE⊥)dµ(E⊥)2,t(YE⊥). (27)
The operators HE,t and H˜E,t will mainly appear in Section 3. The H˜E⊥,t will be used now and in Section
6.
We are now ready to define the hybrid operator.
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Definition 2.2. If F is a bounded Borel function on B2 and if E is in F(B′), we denote by Qhyb,Eh (F ) the
quadratic form on D ×D such that, for all f and g in D, we have:
Qhyb,Eh (F )(f, g) = Q
Weyl
h (H˜E⊥,h/2F )(f, g). (28)
The following result underlines the relationship between hybrid operators when associated with the same
symbol, but with two different subspaces, one being included into the other one.
Let F be a Borel function bounded on B2. Let E1 and E2 be in F(B′), such that E1 ⊂ E2. Let S be the
orthogonal complement of E1 in E2 (for the scalar product of H). Then, we have:
Qhyb,E1h (F ) = Q
hyb,E2
h (H˜S,h/2F ) (29)
and we have:
H˜S,h/2F (X) = (πh)
−dim(S)
∫
S2
e
|Y |2
h F (X + Y )dλ(Y ) X ∈ B2. (30)
If {e1, ..., en} is an orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement S of E1 in E2, denoting by Dj the subspace
of H spanned by ej, we have:
H˜S,h/2F =
∏
j≤n
H˜Dj ,h/2
F (31)
where H˜Dj ,h/2 is defined in (26).
The proof of (29) and (30) relies on the Definition 2.2:
Q
hyb,Ej
h (F ) = Q
Weyl
h (H˜E⊥j ,h/2F ) j = 1, 2
and on the following equality:
H˜E⊥1 ,h/2 = H˜E⊥2 ,h/2H˜S,h/2.
3 Plan of the proof of Theorem 1.4
Let (ej)(j∈Γ) be a Hilbert basis of H , as in Definition 1.4. For every j in Γ, we denote by Dj the subspace of H
spanned by ej . For every positive t, let HDj ,t and H˜Dj ,t be the operators defined in (26), the first one acting
on functions on H2, the second one, on functions on B2. The integration domain in (26) is D2j , which is the
subspace of H2 spanned by (ej , 0) and (0, ej). For every finite subset I of Γ, set:
T˜I,h =
∏
j∈I
(I − H˜Dj ,h/2), S˜I,h =
∏
j∈I
H˜Dj ,h/2. (32)
These operators act in the space of bounded Borel functions on B2. We denote by TI,h the operator defined as
in (32), but acting in the space of bounded continuous functions on H2.
For every finite subset I of Γ, let E(I) be the subspace of H spanned by the ej (j ∈ I).
E(I) = Vect {(ej), j ∈ Γ}. (33)
The main Theorem 1.4 is a consequence of the Propositions 3.1 et 3.3 below, which will be proved respectively
in Sections 5 and 6.
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Proposition 3.1. Let F be in S2(M, ε). We assume that F has a stochastic extension F˜ for the measure
µB2,h. For every finite subset I in Γ, for all h in (0, 1], there exists a bounded operator, which will be denoted
by Op
hyb,E(I)
h (T˜I,hF˜ ) such that, for all f and g in D, with the notations (28), (32) and (33):
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (T˜I,hF˜ )(f, g) =< Op
hyb,E(I)
h (T˜I,hF˜ )f, g > . (34)
Moreover its norm satisfies:
‖Ophyb,E(I)h (T˜I,hF˜ )‖L(L2(B,µB,h/2)) ≤M(81πhSε)|I|
∏
j∈I
ε2j . (35)
If one admits Proposition 3.1 (which is a consequence of the combined Propositions 5.2 and 5.3), one can
prove the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Let F be a function in S2(M, ε), where the family (εj)(j∈Γ) is square summable. Set h > 0.
We assume that F has a stochastic extension F˜ for the measure µB2,h. Then, for every increasing sequence
(Λn) of finite subsets in Γ, whose union is Γ, there exists a sequence of operators, denoted by (Op
hyb,E(Λn)
h (F˜ )),
such that, with the notations (28) and (33), for all f, g in D,:
Q
hyb,E(Λn)
h (F˜ )(f, g) =< (Op
hyb,E(Λn)
h (F˜ ))f, g > (36)
Moreover, the sequence of operators (Op
hyb,E(Λn)
h (F˜ ))(n≥1) is a Cauchy sequence in L(L2(B, µB,h/2)). Its limit,
denoted by OpWeylh (F ), satisfies (18).
Proof. We have, for every continuous and bounded function G on B2, for any finite subset Λ in Γ:
G =
∑
I⊆Λ
T˜I,hS˜Λ\I,hG (37)
The sum runs over all the subsets in Λ, including the empty set and Λ itself. As a consequence, the equality
(36) will be satisfied if we set:
Q
hyb,E(Λ)
h (F˜ ) =
∑
I⊆Λ
Q
hyb,E(Λ)
h (T˜I,hS˜Λ\I,hF˜ ). (38)
From (29) and (30), applied with subspaces E(I) and E(Λ):
Q
hyb,E(Λ)
h (F˜ ) =
∑
I⊆Λ
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (T˜I,hF˜ ). (39)
The term corresponding to I = ∅ is the anti-Wick quadratic form associated with F˜ and adapted to the
Gaussian measure. Therefore, according to Proposition 3.1, there exists a bounded operator, denoted by
Op
hyb,E(Λ)
h such that 36 is satisfied. If (Λn) is an increasing sequence of finite subsets of Γ, we then have, if
m < n:
Op
hyb,E(Λn)
h (F˜ )−Ophyb,E(Λm)h (F˜ ) =
∑
I∈P(m,n)
Op
hyb,E(I)
h (T˜I,hF˜ ) (40)
where P(m,n) is the family of subsets I in Γ, included in Λn, but with at least one element not belonging to
Λm. From (40) and from Proposition 3.1, we have, when m < n:
‖Ophyb,E(Λn)h (F˜ )− Ophyb,E(Λm)h (F˜ )‖L(L2(B,µB,h/2)) ≤
∑
I∈P(m,n)
‖Ophyb,E(I)h (T˜I,hF˜ )‖L(L2(B,µB,h/2))
≤M
∑
I∈P(m,n)
(81πhSε)
|I|∏
j∈I
ε2j .
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As a consequence, if m < n:
‖Ophyb,E(Λn)h (F˜ )−Ophyb,E(Λm)h (F˜ )‖L(L2(B,µB,h/2)) ≤M81πhSε
 ∑
j∈Λn\Λm
ε2j
 ∏
k∈Λn
(1 + 81πhSεε
2
k).
If the family (ε2j)(j∈Γ) is summable, the above right hand-side product stays bounded independently of n,
whereas the sum tends to 0 when m → +∞. As a consequence, the sequence (Ophyb,E(Λn)h (F˜ )) is a Cauchy
sequence in L(L2(B, µB,h/2)). Likewise:
‖Ophyb,E(Λn)h (F˜ )‖L(L2(B,µB,h/2)) ≤M
∏
k∈Λn
(1 + 81πhSεε
2
k).
Therefore, the limit of this sequence of operators, denoted by OpWeylh (F ), verifies (18). 
One could think that the operator OpWeylh (F ) depends on the sequence (Λn), but the following proposition
proves that it is not the case. It will be proved in Section 6.
Proposition 3.3. Let F belong to S2(M, ε), where the sequence (εj)(j∈Γ) is square summable. Set h > 0.
Define the function F˜ on B2 as the stochastic extension of F both for the measure µB2,h and for the measure
µB2,h/2. Let (Λn) be an increasing sequence of finite subsets of Γ, whose union is Γ. Then, we have, for every
f and g in D, setting En = E(Λn)
lim
n→+∞
QWeylh (H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ )(f, g) = Q
Weyl
h (F˜ )(f, g) (41)
One can notice that, for a given function F in S2(M, ε), the stochastic extension (for the measure µB2,s) F˜
is unique, but only up to a µB2,s- negligible set. Nevertheless, if F˜ and G˜ are two stochastic extensions of the
same function F , for the measures µB2,h and µB2,h/2, one can check that H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ and H˜E⊥n ,h/2G˜ are equal
almost everywhere for the measure µB2,h/2.
End of the proof of Theorem 1.4. Once Proposition 3.2 has been established, it only remains to prove (17).
Now for all f and g in D one has, setting En = E(Λn):
< OpWeylh (F )f, g >= limn→+∞
< (Ophyb,Enh (F˜ ))f, g >= limn→+∞
QWeylh (H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ )(f, g).
Hence the equality (17) of Theorem 1.4 comes from the above equality and from (41).
4 Some useful operators in Wiener spaces
We first recall the precise definition of Wiener spaces as well as some of their properties. Then we adapt some
classical notions for Wiener spaces : coherent states, Segal-Bargmann transformation. Next we give properties
of the Gaussian Wigner function of Section 1. This will allow us to write Definition 1.2 of the Weyl operators
and Definition 2.2 of the hybrid operators in a way more suitable for norm estimates. This will yield Proposition
4.11, which will be used in Section 5 to prove Proposition 3.1.
4.1 Abstract Wiener spaces
If H is a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, it is impossible to define on its Borel σ-algebra a
measure µH,h such that (7) holds with B instead of H .
Nevertheless, one can define a promeasure (or cylindrical probability measure in the sense of [K-R]) µH,h
on the cylinder sets of H . For every E in F(H) and every positive h, one can define a Gaussian measure µE,h
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on E by (5), where λE is the Lebesgue measure on E (normalized in a natural way) and | · | is the norm of
H . A cylinder set of H is any set of the form C = π−1E (Ω), where E ∈ F(H), πE : H → E is the orthogonal
projection and Ω is a Borel set of E. If C is such a cylinder set, one sets µH,h(C) = µE,h(Ω). In other words,
for every Borel set Ω of E:
µH,h(π
−1
E (Ω)) = (2πh)
−dim(E)/2
∫
Ω
e−
|y|2
2h dλ(y). (42)
One defines this way an additive set function on the cylinder sets of H , but if H is infinite-dimensional, this
function is not σ-additive and µH,h does not extend as a measure on the σ-algebra generated by the cylinder
sets (which is the Borel σ-algebra).
If the Hilbert space H is included into a Banach space H , the canonical injection being continuous and
having a dense range, so that (4) is satisfied, one can define the cylinder sets of B as the sets C = P−1E (Ω),
where E ∈ F(B′), where PE : B → E is defined by (6) and where Ω is a Borel set of E. One then defines an
additive set function µB,h on the cylinder sets of B as in (42):
µB,h(P
−1
E (Ω)) = (2πh)
−dim(E)/2
∫
Ω
e−
|y|2
2h dλ(y).
But this time, if B is well chosen, the additive sets function µB,h extends as a measure on the Borel σ-algebra
of B. The following definition specifies the conditions which B must fulfill.
Definition 4.1. [G-2, G-3, K] An abstract Wiener space is a triple (i,H,B) where H is a real separable
Hilbert space, B a Banach space and i a continuous injection from H into B, such that i(H) is dense in B and
satisfying, moreover, the following condition. For all positive ε and h, there exists a subspace F in F(H) such
that, for all E in F(H), orthogonal to F ,
µH,h ({x ∈ H, ‖i(πE(x))‖B > ε}) < ε.
The norm on B is said to be “measurable”.
If (i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener space (in other words if the norm of B is measurable in the sense above)
and if (4) holds one proves that, for every positive h, the additive set function µB,h, defined on the cylinder set
functions of B, extends as a measure on the Borel σ-algebra of B and has the following property. For every
finite system {u1, ..., un} of B′, which is orthonormal with respect to the scalar product of H , the functions
x→ uj(x) (defined on B) are independent Gaussian random variables and the system {u1, ...un} has the normal
distribution µRn,h. See [G-2], [G-3] and [K] (consequence of the Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, Chapter 1). For every
E in F(B′) and every ϕ in L1(E, µE,h), the equality (7) is satisfied, according to the transfer Theorem.
Let us recall a classical example of the explicit computation of an integral, where a is in the complexified
space HC: ∫
B
eℓa(x)dµB,h(x) = e
ha
2
2 . (43)
One has set a2 = |u|2 − |v|2 + 2iu · v if a = u+ iv, with u and v in H . Let us recall, too, that for all a in Hand
for all p ≥ 1: ∫
B
|ℓa(x)|pdµB,h(x) = (2h)
p/2
√
π
|a|p Γ
(
p+ 1
2
)
. (44)
One sees, too, that for all a and B in H ,∫
B
eℓb(u)|ℓa(u)|pdµB,h(u) = eh
|b|2
2
∫
R
|
√
h|a|v + ha · b|pdµR,1(v). (45)
The following proposition allows to deal with translations by a vector a belonging to H . There is no such result
for a translation by a vector a belonging to B.
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Proposition 4.2. [K], p 113,114 Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space and µB,h its measure. For all
g ∈ L1(B, µB,h), one has, for all a in H:∫
B
g(x)dµB,h(x) = e
− 12h |a|2
∫
B
g(x+ a)e−
1
h ℓa(x)dµB,h(x). (46)
For every a ∈ H and every f in L2(B, µB,h), one has∫
B
|f(x)|2dµB,h(x) = e− 12h |a|2
∫
B
|f(x+ a)|2e− 1h ℓa(x)dµB,h(x). (47)
Let us recall the theorem of Wick :
Theorem 4.3. Wick Let u1, ...u2p be vectors of H (p ≥ 1). Let h > 0. Then one has∫
B
ℓu1(x)...ℓu2p (x)dµB,h(x) = h
p
∑
(ϕ,ψ)∈Sp
p∏
j=1
< uϕ(j), uψ(j) > (48)
where Sp is the set of all couples (ϕ, ψ) of injections from {1, ..., p} into {1, ...., 2p} such that:
1. For all j ≤ p, ϕ(j) < ψ(j).
2. The sequence (ϕ(j))(1≤j≤k) is an increasing sequence.
One deduces from (43) the following inequalities, which hold for all a and b in the complexified of H :∫
B
∣∣∣eℓa(x) − eℓb(x)∣∣∣2 dµB,h(x) ≤ 4h|a− b| (|a|+ |b|) e2hmax(|Re a|2,|Re b|2)∫
B
|eℓa(x) − eℓb(x)|2 dµB,h(x) ≤ e2hmax(|Re(a)|,|Re(b)|)2h|a− b|2(1 + 4hmax(|Re(a)|, |Re(b)|)2)
(49)
4.2 Stochastic extensions
In order to define the stochastic extension of a function f : H → C, we first define the extension of the
orthogonal projection πE : H → E, where E ∈ F(H).
With each E in F(H), one can associate a map π˜E : B → E defined almost everywhere by
π˜E(x) =
dim(E)∑
j=1
ℓuj (x)uj , (50)
where the uj (1 ≤ j ≤ dim(E)) form an orthonormal basis of E and ℓuj is defined in Proposition 1.1. This
map does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis and, when E ⊂ B′, it coincides with the map PE
already defined by (6).
Remark that (7) still holds for the subspaces E in F(H) (and not necessarily in F(B′)), provided PE is
replaced by π˜E . See Lemma 4.7 in [K].
Notice that, for every subspace E in F(H):
a · (π˜E(x)) = ℓπE(a)(x) a ∈ H a.e.x ∈ B (51)
The following notion has been introduced by Gross [G-1], who gives conditions for the existence of the
extension. Other conditions or examples will be found in Section 8 or in [A-J-N-1].
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Definition 4.4. [G-1, G-2, G-3] [RA] [K] Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4). (The
inclusion i will be omitted). Let h be a positive real number.
1. A Borel function f , defined on H, is said to admit a stochastic extension f˜ with respect to the measure
µB,h if, for every increasing sequence (En) in F(H), whose union is dense in H, the sequence of functions
f ◦ π˜En (where π˜En is defined by (50)) converges in probability with respect to the measure µB,h to f˜ . In
other words, if, for every δ > 0,
lim
n→+∞µB,h
({
x ∈ B, |f ◦ π˜En(x) − f˜(x)| > δ
})
= 0. (52)
2. A function f is said to admit a stochastic extension f˜ ∈ Lp(B, µB,h) in the sense of Lp(B, µB,h) (1 ≤ p <
∞) if, for every increasing sequence (En) in F(H), whose union is dense in H, the functions f ◦ π˜En are
in Lp(B, µB,h) and if the sequence f ◦ π˜En converges in Lp(B, µB,h) to f˜ .
One defines likewise the stochastic extension of a function on H2 to a function on B2.
If f˜ is the stochastic extension of a function f : H → H , one cannot say that f is the restriction of f˜ to H .
Since H is negligible (see Kuo [K]), this is irrelevant. For every a in H one sees that the application u→ u · a,
defined on H , admits a stochastic extension which is the function ℓa. This is a consequence of the equality
(51). In Definition 4.4, the functions can take their values in a Banach space. Hence one can say that the
application π˜E of (50) is the stochastic extension of the orthogonal projection πE : H → E. One will find in
Section 8 examples of functions admitting stochastic extensions. In particular, if a function f is bounded on
H and uniformly continuous with respect to the restriction to H of the norm of B, then it admits a stochastic
extension f˜ , which coincides with its density extension (see Kuo [K], Chapter 1, Theorem 6.3).
If a Borel function f is bounded on H , does not depend on h and admits, for every positive h, a stochastic
extension with respect to µB,h, this extension may depend on h. It is not the case in the situation of Proposition
8.2. In the other cases, we may consider that the stochastic extension is independent of h if h varies in a countable
subset Q of (0,+∞).
4.3 The Heat operator (continued)
In the rest of this work, (i,H,B) represents an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4) and the injection i will be
omitted. We complete the investigation begun in Sections 2.1 and 2.3.
Let E be in F(B′), let E⊥ be its orthogonal space, defined in (24) and let t > 0. For every Borel function
F bounded on B2, let H˜E⊥,tF be the function defined in (27):
(H˜E⊥,tF )(X) =
∫
(E⊥)2
F (X + Y ) dµ(E⊥)2,t(Y ).
For all real numbers h1 > 0 and h2 > 0, one defines a probability measure on B
2, using Proposition 2.1, by:
νB2,E2,h1,h2 = µE2,h1 ⊗ µ(E⊥)2,h2 . (53)
Proposition 4.5. Let h1, h2 and t be positive real numbers. The operator H˜E⊥,t is bounded and its norm is at
most 1 from Lp(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2+t) into L
p(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2) for every p ∈ [1,+∞]. Let
(M˜E⊥,t,h1,h2G)(X) =
∫
(E⊥)2
G(XE , YE⊥ +
h2
t+ h2
XE⊥) dµ(E⊥)2, th2t+h2
(YE⊥). (54)
The operator M˜E⊥,t,h1,h2 is bounded and its norm is at most 1 from L
p(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2) into L
p(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2+t)
for every p ∈ [1,+∞]. Moreover, for all functions F ∈ Lp(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2+t) and G ∈ Lq(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2),
with p and q conjugate exponents, one has:∫
B2
H˜E⊥,tF (X)G(X) dνB2,E2,h1,h2(X) =
∫
B2
F (X)M˜E⊥,t,h1,h2G(X) dνB2,E2,h1,h2+t(X). (55)
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Proof. Suppose first that p is finite. Let F be a bounded cylindrical Borel function : there exist a subspace
D in F(B′) and a Borel function F̂ , bounded on D2, such that, for every X ∈ B2, F (X) = F̂ (PD(X)). One
can assume, without loss of generality, that E ⊂ D. Let (e1, . . . , es, es+1, . . . , ed) be a basis of D, orthonormal
with respect to the scalar product of H , (e1, . . . , es) being a basis of E. Let us use the following notation :
F̂ (
d∑
k=1
xkek,
d∑
k=1
ξkek) = f(x˜, x
′, ξ˜, ξ′)
with x˜ = (x1, . . . , xs), x
′ = (xs+1, . . . , xd) and the same convention for ξ. Let p ∈ [1,+∞[. According to
Jensen’s inequality,
||H˜E⊥,tF ||pLp(B2,νB2,E2,h1,h2 ) ≤
∫
B2
∫
(E⊥)2
|F̂ (PD(X + Y ))|pdµ(E⊥)2,t(Y )dµE2,h1(XE)dµ(E⊥)2,h2(XE⊥),
therefore, by (7),
||H˜E⊥,tF ||pLp(B2,νB2,E2,h1,h2 ) ≤ (2πt)
−d+s(2πh1)−s(2πh2)−d+s∫
R4d−2s
∣∣∣f(x˜, x′ + y′, ξ˜, ξ′ + η′)∣∣∣p e− 12t (|y′|2+|η′|2)e− 12h1 (|x˜|2+|ξ˜|2)e− 12h2 (|x′|2+|ξ′|2)dλ(x˜, x′, y′, ξ˜, ξ′, η′).
The transition from x′+y′, ξ′+η′ to z′, ζ′ and a classical computation on the convolution of Gaussian functions
give
||H˜E⊥,tF ||pLp(B2,νB2,E2,h1,h2 )
≤ (2πh1)−s(2π(h2 + t))s−d
∫
R2d
|f(z, ζ)|pe− 12(h2+t) (|z′|2+|ζ′|2)e− 12h1 (|z˜|2+|ζ˜|2)dλ(z˜, z′, ζ˜, ζ′)
=
∫
B2
|F (X)|pdµE2,h1(XE)dµ(E⊥)2,h2+t(XE⊥).
One extends this result, using the density of the cylindrical functions in Lp(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2+t).
If F ∈ L∞(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2+t), let G be the function equal to F on the set
{X ∈ B2 : |F (X)| ≤ ||F ||L∞(B2,νB2,E2,h1,h2+t)}
and to 0 elsewhere. The function F−G is equal to 0 νB2,E2,h1,h2+t-almost everywhere, thence in L1(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2+t)),
which implies that H˜E⊥,tF = H˜E⊥,tG νB2,E2,h1,h2 almost everywhere. Now, for all X in B
2, H˜E⊥,tG(X) ≤
||F ||L∞(B,νB2,E2,h1,h2+t), then H˜E⊥,tF (X) ≤ ||F ||L∞(B,νB2,E2,h1,h2+t) for νB2,E2,h1,h2 - almost every X .
The result about M˜E⊥,t,h1,h2 can be proved in a similar way. One can also introduce the partial dilation
∆E⊥,λ, defined by
∆E⊥,λG(XE , XE⊥) = G(XE , λXE⊥),
which is isometrical from Lp(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2) in L
p(B2, νB2,E2,h1,h2/λ2) and remark that
M˜E⊥,t,h1,h2 = ∆E⊥, h2t+h2
◦ H˜
E⊥,
th2
t+h2
.
The equality (55) is the result of computations similar to the precedent ones.
When E = {0B}, this yields results for the global heat operator, the product measures being “global” on
B2.
Gross and Kuo gave results about these operators in the case when they act on functions more regular than
Lp.
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4.4 Coherent states and Segal Bargmann transformation
For every E in F(H), the coherent states on E are functions ΨE,LebX,h defined, for all X = (a, b) ∈ E2 and for
any h > 0, by:
ΨE,LebX,h (u) = (πh)
−dim(E)/4e−
|u−a|2
2h e
i
hu.b− i2ha.b X = (a, b) ∈ E2 u ∈ E. (56)
It is well known that, for all u and v in L2(E, λ), one has
< u, v >Leb= (2πh)
−dim(E)
∫
E2
< u,ΨE,LebX,h >Leb< Ψ
E,Leb
X,h , v >Leb dλ(X) (57)
where < ·, · >Leb is the scalar product of L2(E, λ).
One can also define Gaussian coherent states, which are functions on the Hilbert space H . For every
X = (a, b) in H2, one defines a function ΨX,h on H , setting:
ΨX,h(u) = e
1
hu·(a+ib)− 12h |a|2− i2ha·b. (58)
This function is only defined for u in H . It cannot be used as it is in any integral, but it admits a stochastic
extension in the sense of L2(B, µB,h/2) (see Definition 4.4). This extension is defined by
Ψ˜X,h(u) = e
1
h ℓa+ib(u)− 12h |a|2− i2ha·b X = (a, b) ∈ H2 a.e.u ∈ B. (59)
The norm of the extension is equal to 1 (see (44)). According to (43), one has, for all U and V in H
< Ψ˜U,h, Ψ˜V,h >L2(B,µB,h/2)= e
− 14h |U−V |2+ i2hσ(U,V ). (60)
For every E in F(H) and every X in E2 one can write:
ΨX,h =
(
γ−1E,h/2Ψ
E,Leb
X,h
)
◦ PE . (61)
To define the Segal-Bargmann transformation one starts from its well-known analog in a finite dimensional
case (see [F] or [SJ])). For every E in F(H) and every function ϕ in SE , one defines a function T̂hϕ on E2
setting:
(T̂hϕ)(x, ξ) = e
− 14h (x−iξ)2
∫
E
ϕ(y)e
1
h y·(x−iξ)dµE,h/2(y) (x, ξ) ∈ E2 (62)
where (x − iξ)2 = |x|2 − |ξ|2 − 2ix · ξ. One knows ([F]) that T̂h is a partial isometry from L2(E, µEh/2) in
L2(E2, µE2,h) and that, for all Z = (z, ζ) in E
2:
(T̂hϕ)(z, ζ) =
∫
E2
e
1
2h (x+iξ)·(z−iζ)(T̂hϕ)(x, ξ)dµE2,h(x, ξ). (63)
One can see, too, that:
T̂hϕ(X) = e
1
4h |X|2 < γE,h/2ϕ,Ψ
E,Leb
X,h >Leb . (64)
For every function f in D, of the form f = f̂ ◦PE , with E in F(B′) and f̂ in SE , one defines a function Thf
on B2 by:
(Thf)(X) = (T̂hf̂)(PE(X)) X ∈ B2. (65)
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If the same function f has two expressions f = f̂1 ◦ PE1 = f̂2 ◦ PE2 , with E1 and E2 in F(B′), f̂1 in SE1 and
f̂2 in SE2 , one checks that the right term of (65) is the same, be it computed with E1 or E2, which justifies the
notation Thf . According to the preceding, one has
‖Thf‖L2(B2,µB2,h) = ‖T̂hf̂‖L2(E2,µE2,h) = ‖f‖L2(B,µB,h/2) = ‖f̂‖L2(E,µE,h/2). (66)
By density, Th extends as a partial isometry from L
2(B, µB,h/2) in L
2(B2, µB2,h), denoted by Th as well. One
sees that, for f ∈ DE , Thf is anti-holomorphic if one identifies (x, ξ) and x + iξ. This application Th is not
surjective. One can find in Driver Hall [D-H] and Hall [HA] a study of its image.
We shall need norms for the elements of D. For all E in F(B′), for all f in DE , written as f = f̂ ◦PE , with
f̂ in SE , for every integer m ≥ 0 and every positive h, one sets:
IE,m,h(f) = (2πh)
−dim(E)
∫
E2
|(T̂hf̂)(X)|(1 + |X |)me− 14h |X|2dλ(X). (67)
This integral is convergent, for, according to (64):
IE,m,h(f) = (2πh)
−dim(E)
∫
E2
| < γE,h/2f̂ ,ΨE,LebX,h >Leb |(1 + |X |)mdλ(X).
Since the function γE,h/2f̂ is in the Schwartz space S(E), it is well known that this integral is convergent.
For all f̂ in SE one can write, in the sense of integrals of functions valued in L2(B, µB,h/2),
f̂ = (2πh)−dim(E)
∫
E2
e−
1
4h |X|2(T̂hf̂)(X)ΨX,hdλ(X). (68)
The equality (68) follows from (61), (64) and from the classical property, which makes sense since γE,h/2f̂ is in
the Schwartz space S(E):
γE,h/2f̂ = (2πh)
−dim(E)
∫
E2
< γE,h/2f̂ ,Ψ
E,Leb
X,h >Leb Ψ
E,Leb
X,h dλ(X).
We will need the following function, for all X = (x, ξ), Y = (y, η) and Z = (z, ζ) in H2:
KAWh (X,Y, Z) = e
1
2h ((x+iξ)·(z−iζ)+(y−iη)·(z+iζ)). (69)
Proposition 4.6. Let E be in F(B′). Suppose that E decomposes as E = E1 ⊕ E2, where E1 and E2 in
F(B′) are mutually orthogonal. One considers two functions f̂ and ĝ in SE . One identifies T̂hf̂ with a function
(T̂hf̂)(X1, X2) on (E1)
2 × (E2)2 and proceeds similarly for T̂hĝ. Then, for all Z1 in E1 and all X2 and Y2 in
E2: ∫
(E1)4
KAWh (X1, Y1, Z1)(T̂hf̂)(X1, X2)(T̂hĝ)(Y1, Y2)dµ(E1)4,h(X1, Y1) = (T̂hf̂)(Z1, X2)(T̂hĝ)(Z1, Y2) (70)
Proof. For all X2 = (x2, ξ2) in (E2)
2 and all t in E1 set:
ϕX2(t) = e
− 14h (x2−iξ2)2
∫
E2
f̂(t, y)e
1
h y·(x2−iξ2)dµE2,h/2(y).
One can apply (63), replacing ϕ with ϕX2 and E with E1. One gets:
(T̂hf̂)(Z1, X2) =
∫
(E1)2
e
1
2h (x1+iξ1)·(z1−iζ1)(T̂hf̂)(X1, X2)dµ(E1)2,h(X1).
By a similar treatment of g, one deduces (70)
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4.5 Wigner Gaussian function
The function ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ) has been defined in (9) for functions ϕ and ψ in SE , (E ∈ F(H)). We well see below
that this definition extends to ϕ and ψ in L2(E, µE,h/2). This is the case for the function ΨX,h (X = (x, ξ))
defined in (58), which is in L2(E, µE,h/2) if E contains x and ξ. We shall compute Ĥ
Gauss
h (ϕ, ψ) (for ϕ and ψ
in SE) using the Segal-Bargmann transforms of ϕ and ψ.
Proposition 4.7.
1. For every subspace E in F(H), for all ϕ and ψ in L2(E, µE,h/2), the equality (9) defines a function
ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ) continuous on E
2 and satisfying, for all Z in E2:∣∣∣ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(Z)∣∣∣ ≤ e 1h |Z|2 ||ϕ||L2(E,µE,h/2) ||ψ||L2(E,µE,h/2). (71)
2. For all X, Y and Z in H one can write:
ĤGaussh (ΨX,h,ΨY,h)(Z) = e
− 14h (|X|2+|Y |2)KWeylh (X,Y, Z) (72)
where one sets, for all X = (x, ξ), Y = (y, η) and Z = (z, ζ) in H2:
KWeylh (X,Y, Z) = e
1
h ((x+iξ)·(z−iζ)+(y−iη)·(z+iζ)− 12 (x+iξ)·(y−iη)) (73)
3. Let ϕ and ψ be in SE (E ∈ F(H)). Then the function ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ) satisfies, for all Z in E2:
ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(Z) =
∫
E4
KWeylh (X,Y, Z)(T̂hϕ)(X)(T̂hψ)(Y )dµE4,h(X,Y ) (74)
Proof. Point 1) We begin by proving (71) for ϕ and ψ in SE . For all Z = (z, ζ) in E2, by Cauchy Schwarz,∣∣∣ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(z, ζ)∣∣∣ ≤ e 1h |ζ|2 ∫
E
|ϕ(z + t)e−z·t/h||ψ(z − t)ez·t/h| dµE,h/2(t)
≤ e 1h |ζ|2
(∫
E
|ϕ(z + t)|2e−2z·t/h dµE,h/2(t)
∫
E
|ψ(z + t)|2e−2z·t/h dµE,h/2(t)
)1/2
.
Now, ∫
E
|ϕ(z + t)|2e−2z·t/h dµE,h/2(t) = e|z|
2/h
∫
E
|ϕ(t)|2 dµE,h/2(t).
Point 2) For all p and q in the complexified HC of H , we remark that the Wigner Gauss transform of
f(t) = ep·t g(t) = eq·t t ∈ H
satisfies, for all Z = (z, ζ) in H2
ĤGaussh (f, g)(z, ζ) = e
h
4 (p−q)2+z·(p+q)−iζ·(p−q). (75)
To establish point 2), setting X = (x, ξ), Y = (y, η), it suffices to apply (75) to p = (x+ iξ)/h, q = (y + iη)/h.
Point 3) Remark that, according to (71), for all Z in E2, the application (ϕ, ψ) → ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(Z) is a
continuous bilinear form on L2(E, µE,h/2)×L2(E, µE,h/2). Moreover, for all ϕ in SE , the application associating
e−
1
4h |X|2(T̂hϕ)(X)Ψ˜X,h with X ∈ E2 is integrable, in the Bochner sense, with values in L2(E, µB,h/2), and its
integral is given by (68). The same holds for ψ. It yields, as in Corollary 2 in Section V.5 in Yosida [Y]:
ĤGaussh (ϕ, ψ)(Z) = (2πh)
−2dim(E)
∫
E4
e−
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)ĤGaussh (ΨX,h,ΨY,h)(Z)(T̂hϕ)(X)(T̂hψ)(Y )dλ(X,Y ).
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The equality (74) follows from that, according to (72).
The Wigner-Gauss transform HGaussh (f, g) of two functions f and g in DE (E in F(B′)) is defined by (11)
if f = f̂ ◦ PE and g = ĝ ◦ PE , with f̂ and ĝ in SE . One has:
HGaussh (f, g)(Z) =
∫
E4
K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)(T̂hf̂)(X)(T̂hĝ)(Y )dµE4,h(X,Y ) a.e.Z ∈ B2 (76)
with:
K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z) = e
1
h (ℓx+iξ(z−iζ)+ℓy−iη(z+iζ)− 12 (x+iξ)·(y−iη)) (X,Y ) ∈ H2, a.e.Z ∈ B2. (77)
Indeed, according to (73), (77) and (51), one has, for all X and Y in E2, for almost every Z in B2
KWeylh (X,Y, PE(Z)) = K˜
Weyl
h (X,Y, Z). (78)
Note that
HGaussh (f, 1)(Z) = (Thf)(2Z).
Let us now investigate the bounds on the norm and the density extensions of the Wigner-Gauss transformation.
Proposition 4.8. For all f and g in D, the Gaussian Wigner function HGaussh (f, g) is in L1(B2, µB2,h/2).
The operator which associates, with all functions f and g in D, HGaussh (f, g), extends uniquely as a continuous
bilinear application with norm ≤ 1, from L2(B, µB,h/2)×L2(B, µB,h/2) to L2(B2, µB2,h/4). The operator which
associates, with all functions f and g in D, HGaussh (f, g), extends uniquely as a continuous bilinear application
from L2(B, µB,h/2)× L2(B, µB,h/2) to the space of continuous functions on H2 and for all Z in H2:∣∣HGaussh (f, g)(Z)∣∣ ≤ e 1h |Z|2 ||f ||L2(B,µB,h/2) ||g||L2(B,µB,h/2). (79)
Proof. Let f and g be in D, let E be such that f and g are in DE and let f̂ and ĝ be functions defined on E
such that f = f̂ ◦ PE and g = ĝ ◦ PE . One knows that HGaussh (f, g) = ĤGaussh (f̂ , ĝ) ◦ PE , where ĤGaussh (f̂ , ĝ)
satisfies (10). If the functions f and g are in DE , the functions γE,h/2f̂ and γE,h/2ĝ are in S(E). According to
Folland [F] (Proposition 1.92), the function HLebh (γE,h/2f̂ , γE,h/2ĝ) is in S(E2), hence in L1(E2, λ). We deduce
from that, according to (10), that ĤGaussh (f̂ , ĝ) is in L
1(E2, µE2,h/2). The first point of the proposition follows
as a consequence, according to (7). The functions γE,h/2f̂ and γE,h/2ĝ are in L
2(E, λ), where λ is the Lebesgue
measure on E. According to Folland [F] (Proposition 1.92), one has
‖HLebh (γE,h/2f̂ , γE,h/2ĝ)‖L2(E2,λ) ≤ (2πh)dim(E)/2‖γE,h/2f̂‖L2(E,λ) ‖γE,h/2f̂‖L2(E,λ)
= (2πh)dim(E)/2‖f̂‖L2(E,µE,h/2) ‖ĝ‖L2(E,µE,h/2).
It follows that, according to (10):
‖ĤGaussh (f̂ , ĝ)‖L2(E2,µE2,h/4) ≤ ‖f̂‖L2(E,µE,h/2) ‖ĝ‖L2(E,µE,h/2).
Hence, according to (7):
‖HGaussh (f, g)‖L2(B2,µB2,h/4) ≤ ‖f‖L2(B,µB,h/2) ‖g‖L2(B,µB,h/2).
The extension from L2(B, µB,h/2)×L2(B, µB,h/2) in the space of continuous functions on H2 is a consequence
of (71).
The extensions of the Wigner-Gauss transformation will also be denoted by HGaussh . For all X and Y in
H2, for almost µB2,h/4 all Z in B
2 one has:
HGaussh (Ψ˜X,h, Ψ˜Y,h)(Z) = e
− 14h (|X|2+|Y |2)K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z) (80)
One verifies that this function (of Z) has a L2(B2, µB2,h/4) norm equal to 1.
The following proposition will be useful in Section 7.
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Proposition 4.9. If (En) is an increasing sequence of subspaces in F(B′), whose union is dense in H, then
for all X and Y in H2:
lim
n→+∞
HGaussh (ΨX,h ◦ PEn ,ΨY,h ◦ PEn)(Z) = e−
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z). (81)
The convergence (as a function of Z) is in the sense of L2(B2, µB2,h/2).
Proof. According to (11) and (72),
HGaussh (ΨX,h ◦ PEn ,ΨY,h ◦ PEn)(Z) = e−
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)KWeylh (X,Y, PEn(Z)).
Thanks to the definition (73) and to (49), one proves that
lim
n→∞K
Weyl
h (X,Y, PEn(Z)) = K˜
Weyl
h (X,Y, Z),
the limit being taken in L2(B2, µB2,h/2). This proves the proposition.
4.6 Convergence in Definition 1.2.
If the function F˜ is bounded and if f and g are in D, the expression QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g) from Definition 1.2 is well
defined, according to Proposition 4.8. We show that the same property is true under the weaker condition that,
for a given m ≥ 0, the norm Nm(F˜ ) in (12) is finite. This condition is satisfied, for example, for functions of
the form F˜ (x, ξ) =
∏
ℓaj (x)
αj
∏
ℓbk(ξ)
βk , with aj and bj in H , using (45). One can show that Nm(F˜ ) < ∞,
with m =
∑
αj +
∑
βk.
Proposition 4.10. Let F˜ be a Borel function on B2, such that the norm Nm(F˜ ) defined in (12) is finite for a
nonnegative integer m. For each subspace E ∈ F(B′), for all f and g in DE, we have:
|QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g)| ≤ IE,m,h(f) IE,m,h(g) Nm(F˜ ), (82)
where IE,m,h(f) is defined in (67).
Proof. Let f and g be in DE . According to Definition 1.2, to (11) and to Proposition 4.7, we only have to
check that the function:
(X,Y, Z)→ |K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)| |(T̂hf̂)(X)| |(T̂hĝ)(Y )| |F˜ (Z)| (83)
is in L1(E4 × B2) for the measure dµE4,h(X,Y )dµB2,h/2(Z). To this aim, one applies the change of variables
(46) with B replaced with B2, h with h/2, g(Z) = |F˜ (Z)K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)| and a = (X + Y )/2. Note that
K˜Weylh
(
X,Y, Z +
X + Y
2
)
e−
1
h ℓX+Y (Z)− 14h |X+Y |2 = e
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)e
i
hϕ(X,Y,Z) (84)
with
ϕ(X,Y, Z) =
1
2
σ(X,Y ) + ℓξ−η(z)− ℓx−y(ζ), (85)
where σ is the symplectic form. Consequently, for all X and Y in H :∫
B2
|K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)| |F˜ (Z)|dµB2,h/2(Z) ≤ e
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)
∫
B2
|F˜
(
Z +
X + Y
2
)
|dµB2,h/2(Z).
Hence, for every integer m such that the norm Nm(F˜ ) is finite,∫
B2
|K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)| |F˜ (Z)|dµB2,h/2(Z) ≤ e
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)
(
1 +
|X + Y |
2
)m
Nm(F˜ ).
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The function (83) is indeed in L1(E4 ×B2) for the announced measure. Therefore
|QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g)| ≤ Nm(F˜ )
∫
E4
e
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)
(
1 +
|X + Y |
2
)m
|(T̂hf)(X)| |(T̂hg)(Y )|dµE4,h(X,Y ).
This proves the claim.
This implies that the quadratic form in (13) is well defined if F˜ is bounded or if there exists an integer
m ≥ 0 such that Nm(F˜ ) is finite.
One can write, for all f and g in DE :
QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
E4×B2
K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z) (T̂hf̂)(X) (T̂hĝ)(Y )F˜ (Z)dµE4,h(X,Y )dµB2,h/2(Z). (86)
4.7 Anti-Wick and hybrid operators
We now rewrite the hybrid operator of Definition 2.2 in a form more suitable for norm estimates. At the
same time we shall rewrite the anti-Wick operator defined by (23) and give an expression nearer to the usual
definition. One will use the measure νB2,E2,h1,h2 defined in (53).
Proposition 4.11. Let f and g be in D. Let D be in F(B′), f̂ and ĝ in SD be such that f = f̂ ◦ PD and
g = ĝ ◦ PD. For every Borel function F˜ bounded on B2, for every subspace E in F(B′):
Qhyb,Eh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
D2×D2×B2
Khyb,Eh (X,Y, Z)(T̂hf̂)(X)(T̂hĝ)(Y )F˜ (Z)dµD4,h(X,Y )dνB2,E2,h/2,h(Z) (87)
where Khyb,Eh is the function defined for all (X,Y ) in H
4 and almost every Z in B2, by:
Khyb,Eh (X,Y, Z) = K˜
Weyl
h (XE , YE , ZE)K˜
AW
h (XE⊥ , YE⊥ , ZE⊥). (88)
Here we set X = (XE , XE⊥), ... according to Proposition 2.1, K˜
Weyl
h has been defined by (77) and
K˜AWh (X,Y, Z) = e
1
2h (ℓx+iξ((z−iζ)+ℓy−iη(z+iζ)). (89)
The above integral does not depend on the subspace D such that f and g are in DD (for f and g in D.)
Proof. According to Definitions 2.2 and 1.2, one has
Qhyb,Eh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
B2
(H˜E⊥,h/2F˜ )(Z)G(Z)dµB2,h/2(Z)
with
G(Z) = HGaussh (f, g)(Z).
This function G belongs to L1(B2, µB2,h/2) thanks to Proposition 4.8. According to Proposition 4.5, applied
with p = +∞, q = 1, h1 = h2 = h/2 and t = h/2, we obtain:
Qhyb,Eh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)(M˜E⊥,h/2,h/2,h/2G)(Z)dνB2,E2,h/2,h(Z).
According to (76), the form of f and g imply that the function G = HGaussh (f, g) has the following expression:
G(Z) =
∫
D4
K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)(T̂hf̂)(X)(T̂hĝ)(Y )dµD4,h(X,Y ).
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Using the expression (54) of M˜E⊥,h/2,h/2,h/2 and Fubini’s theorem, we obtain:
(M˜E⊥,h/2,h/2,h/2G)(Z) =
∫
D4
Φ(X,Y, Z)(T̂hf̂)(X)(T̂hĝ)(Y )dµD4,h(X,Y )
where
Φ(X,Y, Z) =
∫
(E⊥)2
K˜Weylh
(
X,Y,
(
ZE , V +
1
2
ZE⊥
))
dµ(E⊥)2,h4
(V )
= K˜Weylh (XE , YE , ZE)
∫
(E⊥)2
K˜Weylh
(
XE⊥ , YE⊥ , V +
1
2
ZE⊥
)
dµ(E⊥)2,h4
(V ).
Here the functions ℓx, . . . , ℓη appearing in the kernels are linear, since x, . . . , η belong to D ⊂ B′. One checks,
using (43), (with B replaced with (E⊥)2 and h with h/4), that:∫
(E⊥)2
K˜Weylh (XE⊥ , YE⊥ , V +
1
2
ZE⊥)dµ(E⊥)2,h4
(V ) = KAWh (XE⊥ , YE⊥ , ZE⊥).
The proposition follows from that.
Corollary 4.12. Let f and g be in D. Let D be in F(B′), f̂ and ĝ in SD such that f = f̂ ◦PD and g = ĝ ◦PD.
For every Borel function F˜ , bounded on B2, one has:
QAWh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)(T̂hf̂)(PD(Z))(T̂hĝ)(PD(Z))dµB2,h(Z).
There exists an operator OpAWh (F˜ ), bounded in L
2(B, µB,h/2), such that
QAWh (F˜ )(f, g) =< Op
AW
h (F˜ )f, g > .
The norm of this operator is smaller than ‖F˜‖∞.
Proof. One applies Proposition 4.11 with E = {0},E⊥ = B. This yields
QAWh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
D4×B2
K˜AWh (X,Y, Z)(T̂hf̂)(X)(T̂hĝ)(Y )F˜ (Z)dµD4,h(X,Y )dµB2,h(Z).
According to Proposition 4.6, with E1 replaced with D and E2 with {0}, one has:∫
D4
K˜AWh (X,Y, Z)(T̂hf̂)(X)(T̂hĝ)(Y )dµD4,h(X,Y ) = (T̂hf̂)(PD(Z))(T̂hĝ)(PD(Z)),
since K˜AWh (X,Y, Z) = K
AW
h (X,Y, PD(Z)). The corollary then follows, according to (66).
4.8 Partial Heat semigroups and stochastic extensions.
We shall first be concerned with establishing a property for the stochastic extension given by Definition 1.2.
Namely, we shall prove the fact that it commutes with heat operators acting on subspaces of finite dimension,
provided that these operators act on bounded Lipschitz functions on H .
For all E in F(B′), and for all t > 0, we shall use the operators HE,t and H˜E,t both defined by (26), but
the first one acting in spaces of functions on H2, whereas the second one acts in spaces of functions on B2.
Proposition 4.13. Let F be a bounded Lipschitz function on H2. Fix h > 0 and t > 0. Assume that F has a
stochastic extension F˜ for the measure µB,h. Then, for each E in F(B′), the function HE,tF has a stochastic
extension for the measure µB,h, and this stochastic extension is equal to H˜E,tF˜ .
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Proof. Let (En) be an increasing sequence in F(H), whose union is dense in H . In order to obtain
that (HE,tF ) ◦ PEn converges to H˜E,tF˜ in µB,h− probability, it is necessary and sufficient to verify that, for
all subsequences ((HE,tF ) ◦ PEϕ(n))n, one may extract a further subsequence which converges µB,h-almost
everywhere to H˜E,tF˜ . Set ψ : N → N such that (F ◦ PEϕ(ψ(n)))n tends to F˜ µB,h-almost everywhere. Set
Gn = Eϕ(ψ(n)). For X ∈ B,we have
(HE,tF ) ◦ PGn(X)− H˜E,tF˜ (X)
= (2πt)− dim(E)
∫
E2
e−
|Y |2
2t (F (PGn(X) + Y )− F (PGn(X + Y ))) dλ(Y )
+(2πt)− dim(E)
∫
E2
e−
|Y |2
2t
(
F (PGn(X + Y ))− F˜ (X + Y )
)
dλ(Y ).
By assumption, there exists K > 0 such that for all (Z, V ) ∈ H2:
|F (Z + V )− F (Z)| ≤ K|V |,
which shows, by the dominated convergence theorem, that the first term converges to 0 for all X .
We shall prove that the second term converges to 0 in L1(B, µB,h), which will give the convergence µB,h-
almost everywhere for a subsequence. Set
An =
∫
B2
∣∣∣∣∫
E2
e−
|Y |2
2t
(
F (PGn(X + Y ))− F˜ (X + Y )
)
dλ(Y )
∣∣∣∣ dµB2,h(X).
Fubini’s theorem and the decomposition (20), µB,h(X) = µE,h(XE)⊗ µ(E⊥),h(XE⊥), give
An ≤
∫
E4×(E⊥)2
e−
|Y |2
2t
∣∣∣F (PGn(XE + Y,XE⊥)) − F˜ (XE + Y,XE⊥)∣∣∣ dλ(Y )dµE2,h(XE)dµ(E⊥)2,h(XE⊥).
Then the change of variables XE + Y → Z and an explicit computation on gaussian functions yield:
An ≤ C(h, t)
∫
E2×(E⊥)2
∣∣∣F (PGn(Z,XE⊥))− F˜ (Z,XE⊥)∣∣∣ e|Z|2( 12h− 12(t+h) )dµE2,h(Z)dµ(E⊥)2,h(XE⊥).
We return to B setting W = (Z,XE⊥). We have
An ≤ C(h, t)
∫
B2
∣∣∣F (PGn(W ))− F˜ (W )∣∣∣ e|PE(W )|2( 12h− 12(t+h) )dµB2,h(W ).
The term in the above integral tends to 0 µB,h almost everywhere and is bounded by
Ψ(W ) = 2e|PE(W )|
2( 12h− 12(t+h) ). sup
X∈H2
|F (X)|.
Using (7), an explicit computation shows that the bound Ψ is in L1(B, µB,h). The second term tends indeed
to 0 in L1(B, µB,h), thus almost everywhere for µB,h, when extracting again a subsequence, indexed by ζ. The
term (HE,tF˜ ) ◦ PEϕ(ψ(ζ(n))) −HE,tF is then a sum of two terms tending µB,h-almost everywhere to 0. 
Using the Hilbertian basis (ej)(j∈Γ) chosen for our construction, we defined in (32), for each finite subset
I in Γ, operators denoted by T˜I,h and S˜I,h . These operators act in the space of bounded Borel functions on
B2. We denote by TI,h the operator defined similarly to (32), but acting in the space of bounded continuous
functions on H2.
Proposition 4.14. If F˜ is a Borel function bounded on B2 and is the stochastic extension for the measure
µB2,h of a function F in S1(M, ε), the family (εj)(j∈Γ) being square summable, then T˜I,hF˜ is the stochastic
extension of the function TI,hF for the measure µB2,h.
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Proof. Since TI,h =
∏
j∈I(I−Hej ), products like
∏
j∈J Hej = HE,h/2 appear, with E = E(J) = Vect(ej, j ∈
J), J ⊂ I. We then apply Proposition 4.13 for each of these terms, replacing t with h/2 and E with E(J),
J ⊆ I. One may use this proposition since every function F in S1(M, ε) verifies, for all X and V in H2:
|F (X + V )− F (X)| ≤M |V |
√
2
∑
j∈Γ
ε2j
1/2 .
Indeed, let η > 0 and let J be a finite subset of Γ such that |F (X + V ) − F (X + PE(J)(V ))| < η. We obtain,
using the hypothesis of differentiability along the uj and vj ,
|F (X + PE(J)(V ))− F (X)| ≤
∑
j∈J
Mεj(|V · uj |+ |V · vj |).
Then
|F (X + V )− F (X)| ≤ η +M
2∑
j∈Γ
ε2j
1/2 |V |,
which gives the result. 
5 Proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.1 is a direct consequence of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 below.
For every integer m and for any subset I in Γ, Mm(I) designates the set of mappings (α, β) from I into
{0, 1, ...,m} × {0, 1, ...,m}. When (ej)(j∈Γ) is the Hilbertian basis of H chosen for our construction, we set
uj = (ej , 0) and vj = (0, vj) for all j ∈ Γ. For each multi-index (α, β) in Mm(I), we set:
∂αu∂
β
v =
∏
j∈I
∂αjuj ∂
βj
vj . (90)
For any function F in Sm(M, ε), (m ≥ 0), let us define :
N
(m)
I,h (F ) =
∑
(α,β)∈Mm(I)
h(|α|+|β|)/2
∥∥∂αu∂βvF∥∥∞ (91)
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the supremum norm for bounded functions on H2. For a function defined on a subspace
E of H , let N
(m)
I,h (F ) denote the same expression, the supremum being taken on E. Adapting the proof of
Unterberger [U-2] or [A-J-N-1], we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let I be a finite subset of Γ and E = E(I) be the subspace spanned by the ej (j ∈ I). Let H
be a continuous function on E2, such that N
(2)
I,h(H) is well defined. We set, for all U and V in L
2(E2, µE2,h):
Q(U, V ) =
∫
E6
KWeylh (X,Y, Z)U(X)V (Y )H(Z)dµE4,h(X,Y )dµE2,h/2(Z) (92)
Then, we have:
|Q(U, V )| ≤
(
9π
2
)|I|
N
(2)
I,h(H)‖U‖L2(E2,µE2,h)‖V ‖L2(E2,µE2,h) (93)
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Proof. We shall study the following integral kernel:
Φ(X,Y ) =
∫
E2
KWeylh (X,Y, Z)H(Z)dµE2,h/2(Z).
By the change of variables Z → Z + (X + Y )/2, using (73) one obtains:
Φ(X,Y ) = e
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)
∫
E2
e
i
hψ(X,Y,Z)H
(
Z +
X + Y
2
)
dµE2,h/2(Z)
where ψ(X,Y, Z) is defined by
ψ(X,Y, Z) =
1
2
σ(X,Y )− σ(Z,X − Y ).
Integrating by parts, we find an upper bound for this integral. For every X = (x, ξ) in E2, set:
KE(X) =
∏
j∈I
(
1 +
x2j
h
)(
1 +
x2j
h
)
xj = ej(x) = uj(X) ξj = ej(ξ) = uj(X).
Integrations by parts then show that, for all X and Y in E2:
KE(X − Y )|Φ(X,Y )| ≤ e 14h (|X|
2+|Y |2)
∫
E2
∣∣∣∣(LH (Z + X + Y2
)∣∣∣∣ dµE2,h/2(Z)
where L is the differential operator defined by:
L =
∏
j∈I
LzjLζj Lzj =
2∑
k=0
ak
(
zj√
h
)
hk/2∂kuj
where
a0(z) = 3− 4z2 a1(z) = 4z a2(z) = −1.
We then deduce that:
KE(X − Y )|Φ(X,Y )| ≤ e 14h (|X|2+|Y |2)
∑
(α,β)∈M2(I)
h(|α|+|β|)/2
∥∥∂αu∂βvH∥∥∞∏
j∈I
CαjCβj
with:
Ck = π
−1/2
∫
R
|ak(z)|e−z
2
dz k = 0, 1, 2.
Notice that max(C0, C1, C2) ≤ 3. Therefore:
|Φ(X,Y )| ≤ e 14h (|X|2+|Y |2)9|I|N (2)I,h(H) KE(X − Y )−1.
We have: ∫
E2
KE(X)
−1dλ(X) = (hπ2)dim(E). (94)
Hence,
|Q(U, V )| ≤ (2πh)−2dim(E)9|I|N (2)I,h(H)
∫
E4
KE(X − Y )−1e− 14h (|X|2+|Y |2)U(X)V (Y )dλ(X,Y ).
Using Schur’s lemma and (94), one obtains (92) and (93). The proof of the proposition is then completed. 
The first step of the proof of Proposition 3.1 is the following result:
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Proposition 5.2. Let G be a function on H2 and I be a finite subset of Γ, such that N
(2)
I,h(G) is well defined.
We suppose that G has a stochastic extension G˜ (for the measure µB2,h). Let E = E(I) be the subspace spanned
by the ej (j ∈ I). Then, there exists a bounded operator Ophyb,E(I)h (G˜) in L2(B, µB,h/2) such that, for all f and
g in D:
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)(f, g) =< Op
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)f, g > . (95)
Moreover, we have:
‖Ophyb,E(I)h (G˜)‖L(L2(B,µBh/2)) ≤
(
9π
2
)|I|
N
(2)
I,h(G) (96)
Proof. We use the expression for the quadratic form given by Proposition 4.11. Let D ∈ F(B′) be a
subspace such that f and g are in DD. Since the quadratic form defined in (87) does not depend on D, we may
assume that D contains E = E(I). Let S be the orthogonal of E in D. The variable of B2 may be written
Z = (ZE , ZS, ZD⊥) with ZE⊥ = (ZS , ZD⊥). Let f̂ and ĝ be in SD such that f = f̂ ◦ PD and g = ĝ ◦ PD. The
Segal Bargmann transforms T̂hf̂ and T̂hĝ are functions of ZD = (ZE , ZS). With these notations, the equality
(87) may be written:
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)(f, g) =
∫
E4×S4×B2
KWeylh (XE , YE , ZE)K
AW
h (XS , YS , ZS)
(T̂hf̂)(XE , XS)(T̂hĝ)(YE , YS)G˜(ZE , ZS , ZD⊥)
dµE4,h(XE , YE)dµS4,h(XS , YS)dµE2,h/2(ZE)dµS2,h(ZS)dµ(D⊥)2,h(ZD⊥).
One applies Proposition 4.6 with E1 replaced with S and E2 with E. This allows to write:
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)(f, g) =
∫
E4×B2
KWeylh (XE , YE , ZE)(T̂hf̂)(XE , ZS)(T̂hĝ)(YE , ZS)G˜(ZE , ZS , ZD⊥)
dµE4,h(XE , YE)dµE2,h/2(ZE)dµS2,h(ZS)dµ(D⊥)2,h(ZD⊥)
Let (Λn) be an increasing sequence of finite subsets of Γ, containing I and whose union is Γ. Since G˜ is a
stochastic extension of G in the sense of Definition 4.4, one remarks that
lim
n→∞
||G ◦ PE(Λn) − G˜||L2(E2×(E⊥)2,µE2,h/2⊗µ(E⊥)2,h) = 0.
Hence, for a subsequence, G ◦ PE(Λϕ(n)) converges to G˜ µE2,h/2 ⊗ µ(E⊥)2,h-almost everywhere. Since X 7→<
γD,h/2f̂ ,Ψ
D,Leb
X,h >Leb andX 7→< γD,h/2ĝ,ΨD,LebX,h >Leb are rapidly decreasing one can write, using the dominated
convergence Theorem,
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)(f, g) = limn→∞
∫
E4×B2
KWeylh (XE , YE , ZE)(T̂hf̂)(XE , ZS)(T̂hĝ)(YE , ZS)
(G ◦ PE(Λϕ(n))(ZE , ZS , ZD⊥)dµE4,h(XE , YE)dµE2,h/2(ZE)dµS2,h(ZS)dµ(D⊥)2,h(ZD⊥).
For all n, all ZS in S
2 and ZD⊥ in (D
⊥)2, one defines a continuous function on E2 by
Hn,ZS ,ZD⊥ (ZE) = (G ◦ PE(Λn)(ZE , ZS , ZD⊥).
The norm N
(2)
I,h of this function is well defined by (91), the supremum being taken on E and satisfies
N
(2)
I,h(Hn,ZS ,ZD⊥ ) ≤ N
(2)
I,h(G). (97)
One can, then, apply Proposition 5.1, H being replaced with Hn,ZS,ZD⊥ and U(XE) = (T̂hf̂)(XE , ZS), V (XE) =
(T̂hĝ)(YE , ZS). Using Proposition 5.1, Cauchy Schwarz’s inequality and (97), one obtains, taking the limit on
n,
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)(f, g) ≤
(
9π
2
)|I|
N
(2)
I,h(G)A(f)A(g)
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where:
A(f)2 =
∫
E2×S2
|(T̂hf̂)(XE , ZS)|2dµE2,h(XE)dµS2,h(ZS).
According to (66), one has A(f) = ‖f‖L2(B,µB,h/2). Hence,
Q
hyb,E(I)
h (G˜)(f, g) ≤
(
9π
2
)|I|
N
(2)
I,h(G)‖f‖L2(B,µB,h/2)‖g‖L2(B,µB,h/2).
The proposition is thus easily deduced. 
We next involve the operator TI,h defined in (32). Proposition 3.1 will then follow from Proposition 5.2,
applied with G = TI,hF combined with Proposition 5.3 below, applied to F . Indeed, Proposition 4.14 shows
that the stochastic extension of G for the measure µB2,h is G˜ = T˜I,hF˜ .
Proposition 5.3. For any F in S2(M, ε), for every finite subset I of Γ and for all h > 0, the function TI,hF
defined after (32) satisfies:
N
(2)
I,h(TI,hF ) ≤M(18Sεh)|I|
∏
j∈I
ε2j (98)
Setting uj = (ej , 0) and vj = (0, ej), we write ∆j = ∂
2
uj + ∂
2
vj , and we consider the operator HDj ,h/2 defined
as in (28), but acting on the functions on H2. The proof of Proposition 5.3 will rely on the next lemma.
Lemma 5.4. If HDj ,h/2 is defined in (26), with E replaced by Dj = Vect(ej), we may write:
I −HDj ,h/2 = Aj = Bj∂uj + Cj∂vj =
h
4
Vj∆j (99)
where the operators Bj, Cj and Vj are bounded in the space Cb of continuous bounded functions on H
2. Moreover:
‖Aj‖L(Cb) ≤ 2 ‖Bj‖L(Cb) ≤ (h/2)1/2 ‖Cj‖L(Cb) ≤ (h/2)1/2 ‖Vj‖L(Cb) ≤ 1. (100)
Proof. The first estimate in (100) is standard. From the heat kernel’s explicit expression, we get the first
equality in (99) with:
(Bjϕ)(x, ξ) = −(πh)−1
∫
R2×[0,1]
e−
1
h (u
2+v2)uϕ(x+ θuej, ξ + θvej)dudvdθ (101)
(Cjϕ)(x, ξ) = −(πh)−1
∫
R2×[0,1]
e−
1
h (u
2+v2)vϕ(x + θuej, ξ + θvej)dudvdθ (102)
(Vjϕ)(x, ξ) = −(πh)−1
∫
R2×[0,1]
e−
1
h (u
2+v2)2θϕ(x+ θuej , ξ + θvej)dudvdθ
We then deduce the norm estimates of Cj and Vj in (100). The last equality in (99) and the bound of Vj in
(100) are obtained using integrations by parts in (101) and (102). 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. For any multi-index (α, β) inM2(I), one may rewrite the operator ∂αu∂βv TI,h under
the following form :
∂αu∂
β
v TI,h =
∏
j∈I
Uj ∂
αj
uj ∂
βj
vj
with:
Uj =

Aj if αj + βj ≥ 2
Bj∂uj + Cj∂vj if αj + βj = 1
h
4Vj∆j if αj + βj = 0
.
Given the norm estimates for the operators Aj , . . . , Dj obtained in Lemma 5.4, we then deduce that, if F
belongs to S2(M, ε):
h(|α|+|β|)/2‖∂αu∂βv TI,hF‖∞ ≤M(2hSε)|I|
∏
j∈I
ε2j .
Since the number of elements of M2(I) is 9|I|, we have indeed proved Proposition 5.3. 
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6 Proof of Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.3 will follow from Lemma 6.1 stated below, as will be proved at the end of the section. The proof
of Lemma 6.1 will use Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.1. Let F be in S2(M, ε), where the sequence (εj)(j∈Γ) is square summable. Let h be positive. Let
F˜ be a function on B2 which is the stochastic extension of F both for the measure µB2,h and for the measure
µB2,h/2. Then, setting En = E(Λn), and using the operators H˜E⊥n ,h/2 defined in (27):
‖H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ − F˜‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2) ≤ KM
 ∑
λj /∈Λn
ε2j
1/2 +KM ∑
λj /∈Λn
ε2j . (103)
Proof. We have H˜E⊥n ,h/2(F ◦ PEn) = F ◦ PEn and consequently:
‖H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ − F˜‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2) ≤ ‖F˜ − F ◦ PEn‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2) + ‖H˜E⊥n ,h/2(F˜ − F ◦ PEn)‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2) (104)
One denotes by νnh the measure νB2,E2n,h/2,h defined by (53). According to Proposition 4.5, the operator
H˜E⊥n ,h/2 is bounded from L
1(B2, νn,h) into L
1(B2, µB2,h/2), with a norm ≤ 1. Consequently, since the injection
of L2(B2, νn,h) in L
1(B2, νn,h) has norm 1:
‖H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ − F˜‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2) ≤ ‖F˜ − F ◦ PEn‖L2(B2,µB2,h/2) + ‖F˜ − F ◦ PEn‖L2(B2,νn,h). (105)
From Lemma 6.2, we have, for m > n:
‖(F ◦ PEm)− (F ◦ PEn)‖L2(B2,µB2,h) + ‖(F ◦ PEm)− (F ◦ PEn)‖L2(B2,νn,h)
≤ CM
∑
j /∈Λn
ε2j
1/2 + CM ∑
j /∈Λn
ε2j
(106)
where C is a constant which depends only on h. Since F˜ is the stochastic extension of F for the measure µB2,h
and since F is bounded, we deduce that the sequence F ◦ PEm tends to F˜ in L2(B2, µB2,h). For all n fixed,
the measures νn,h = µE2n,h/2 ⊗ µ(E⊥n )2,h and µB2,h = µE2n,h ⊗ µ(E⊥n )2,h are equivalent as a product of equivalent
measures (since En is finite dimensional). Then, the convergence in probability for one of them is equivalent
to the convergence in probability for the other one. Since F˜ is the stochastic extension of F for the measure
µB2,h/2, we thus deduce that, for all n fixed, the sequence F ◦ PEm tends F˜ in probability for the measure νn,h
when m tends to infinity. Consequently, this sequence tends to F˜ in L2(B2, νn,h) for n fixed, m going to infinity.
In particular:
‖F˜ − F ◦ PEn‖L2(B2,µB2,h/2) + ‖F˜ − F ◦ PEn‖L2(B2,νn,h) ≤
≤ CM
∑
j /∈Λn
ε2j
1/2 + CM ∑
j /∈Λn
ε2j .
(107)
The Lemma is then deduced from (105) and (107). 
Lemma 6.2. With the notations and assumptions of Lemma 6.1, Inequality (106) holds true, with a constant
C > 0 depending only on h.
Proof. Let Λm \Λn = {α1, . . . , αp}, with αj ∈ Γ. Set I0 = Λn and Ij = Λn ∪{eα1 , . . . , eαj}. One may write,
from an order 2 Taylor formula, and since F belongs to S(M, ε):
(F ◦ PE(Ij) − (F ◦ PE(Ij−1)) = ϕj + ψj
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with
ϕj(x, ξ) = (∂uαjF )(PE(Ij−1)(x, ξ) < eαj , x > +(∂vαjF )(PE(Ij−1)(x, ξ) < eαj , ξ >,
ψj(x, ξ) = aj(x, ξ) < eαj , x >
2 +bj(x, ξ) < eαj , x >< eαj , ξ > +cj(x, ξ) < eαj , ξ >
2,
|(∂uαjF )(PE(Ij−1)(x, ξ)|+ |(∂vαjF )(PE(Ij−1)(x, ξ)| ≤ 2Mεj,
|aj(x, ξ)| + |bj(x, ξ)| + |cj(x, ξ)| ≤ CMε2j .
We then deduce that, with a constant C depending only on h:
‖ϕj‖L2(B2,µB2,h) + ‖ϕj‖L2(B2,νn,h) ≤ CMεαj ,
‖ψj‖L2(B2,µB2,h) + ‖ψj‖L2(B2,νn,h) ≤ CMε2αj .
Let us show that, when j > k, the functions ϕj and ϕk are orthogonal, both in L
2(B2, µB2,h) and in L
2(B2, νn,h).
Indeed, one may write, for j > k, with some suitable functions Ujk and Vjk:
< ϕj , ϕk >L2(B2,µB2,h)=
∫
B2
[
Ujk(PEj−1 (X)) < uαj , X > +Vjk(PEj−1 (X)) < vαj , X >
]
dµB2,h(X)
and the same holds true for the measure νnh. However, from (8), the integral of the above cylinder function is
vanishing for the measure µB2,h and also for the measure νn,h. Thus, ϕj and ϕk are orthogonal if j > k. Then,
one has:
(F ◦ PE(Λm)− (F ◦ PE(Λn)) =
p∑
j=1
(ϕj + ψj)
and, from the orthogonality property:
‖(F ◦ PEm)− (F ◦ PEn)‖L2(B2,µB2,h) ≤
 p∑
j=1
‖ϕj‖2L2(B2,µB2,h)
1/2 + p∑
j=1
‖ψj‖L2(B2,µB2,h)
and this is also similarly valid for the measure νn,h. We then deduce (106). The proof of the Lemma is finished.

End of the proof of Proposition 3.3. By Proposition 4.10, (with m = 0), we have, for all f and g in DD
(D ∈ F(B′)):∣∣∣QWeylh (H˜E⊥n ,h/2F˜ )(f, g)−QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g)∣∣∣ ≤ ID,0,h(f) ID,0,h(g) N0(HE⊥n ,h/2F˜ − F˜ ).
For all Y in H2 and for every function F on B2 (resp. on H2), let us denote by τY the function X → F (X+Y )
on B2 (resp. on H2). According to (12):
N0(HE⊥n ,h/2F˜ − F˜ ) = sup
Y ∈H2
‖τY (HE⊥n ,h/2F˜ − F˜ )‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2)
= supY ∈H2 ‖HE⊥n ,h/2(τY F˜ )− (τY F˜ )‖L1(B2,µB2,h/2).
(108)
One then applies Proposition 6.1, replacing F with τY F , for all Y in H
2. Since F is in S2(M, ε) too, since the
sequence (εj) is square summable, inequality (103) proves that the right term of (108) converges to 0 when n
goes to infinity. This proves Proposition 3.3. 
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7 Wick symbol of a Weyl operator
For all X in H2, let ΨXh be the coherent state defined by (58) as a function on H and Ψ˜Xh its stochastic
extension, defined almost everywhere on B by (59). For every operator A, bounded on L2(B, µB,h/2), one can
define the Wick symbol of A by
σWickh (A)(X) =< AΨ˜Xh, Ψ˜Xh > . (109)
See Berezin [Be] or Folland [F].
Theorem 7.1. Let F be a function in S2(M, ε), admitting a stochastic extension F˜ (Definition 4.4, second
point, p = 2). One denotes by QWeylh (F˜ ) the quadratic form associated with F˜ by Definition 1.2 and Op
Weyl
h (F )
the bounded extension whose existence results from Theorem 1.4. Then one has, for all X in H2:
σWickh (Op
Weyl
h (F ))(X) =
∫
B2
F˜ (X + Y )dµB2,h/2(Y ). (110)
According to Gross ([G-4], Prop.9) or Kuo ([K], (Th.6.2, Chapter 2)) the integral (110) defines a continuous
function on H2.
Proof. We begin by proving that, for all X and Y , in H2:
< OpWeylh (F )(Ψ˜X,h), Ψ˜Y,h >=
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)e−
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)dµB2,h/2(Z). (111)
Let (En) be an increasing sequence in s F(B′), whose union is dense in H . According to Definition 1.2, one
has, for all n ≥ 1 and all X and Y in H :
< OpWeylh (F˜ )(ΨX,h ◦ PEn),ΨY,h ◦ PEn >=
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)HGaussh (ΨX,h ◦ PEn ,ΨY,h ◦ PEn)(Z)dµB2,h/2(Z).
When n goes to infinity one has, by definition of the stochastic extension:
lim
n→+∞
ΨX,h ◦ PEn = Ψ˜X,h
The convergence is in L2(B, µB,h/2). Since Op
Weyl
h (F ) is a bounded extension, one deduces that:
< OpWeylh (F )(Ψ˜X,h), Ψ˜Y,h >= limn→+∞
< OpWeylh (F˜ )(ΨX,h ◦ PEn),ΨY,h ◦ PEn > .
According to Proposition 4.9, one has
lim
n→+∞
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)HGaussh (ΨX,h ◦ PEn ,ΨY,h ◦ PEn)(Z)dµB2,h/2(Z) =
=
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)e−
1
4h (|X|2+|Y |2)K˜Weylh (X,Y, Z)dµB2,h/2(Z),
which gives (111). Restricting (111) to Y = X and using (77), one gets:
σWickh (Op
Weyl
h (F ))(X) =
∫
B2
F˜ (Z)e
2
h ℓX(Z)− 1h |X|2dµB2,h/2(Z).
According to Proposition 4.2, where B is replaced with par B2, h with h/2 and a with X , one indeed obtains
(110). 
8 Examples
We shall give examples of Wiener spaces, of stochastic extensions and, finally, of functions F in Sm(M, ε).
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8.1 Examples of Wiener spaces
We begin by recalling how, starting from a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H , one can always
construct a Banach space B and an injection i such that (i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener space. This construction
is due to Gross ([G-3], example 2 p. 92)). Then we recall two other classical examples of Wiener spaces, related
to the Brownian motion or to the field theory. To conclude, we give a more original example, related to
interacting lattices.
Example 8.1. Let H be a real separable Hilbert space, with norm | · | and let D be an injective Hilbert-
Schmidt operator in H . Let B be the completion of H with respect to the norm x→ |Dx| and i be the canonical
injection from H into B. Then (i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener space.
Example 8.2. The classical Wiener space. In this case, H is the Cameron-Martin space, that is, the space
of all real valued functions in H1(0, 1) vanishing at the origin. This space has the scalar product
< u, v >=
∫ 1
0
u′(t)v′(t)dt. (112)
One can choose, for B, the space of all continuous functions on [0, 1] vanishing at the origin. This space is
equipped with the norm
‖f‖B = sup
t∈[0,1]
|f(t)|. (113)
One proves (cf Kuo [K], Chapter 1, Section 5) that, if i is the natural injection from H into B, the triple
(i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener space. The measure µB,h on B is the classical Wiener measure.
The following example is concerned with the free euclidean field of mass m, or free boson field, or free
Markoff field, cf [SI]. The space Hm below appears in [SI]. Nevertheless, [SI] does not use the Wiener spaces
of Definition 4.1, but a Gaussian measure supported by S ′(R2). One finds in Reed-Rosen [R-R] the following
example, using the Wiener spaces of Definition 4.1.
Example 8.3. Let H be the space of tempered distributions f on R2 whose Fourier Transform f̂ is in L2
locally and such that, for all m > 0:
‖f‖2Hm = 2
∫
R2
|f̂(ξ)|2
m2 + |ξ|2 dλ(ξ) < +∞. (114)
An example of a Banach space B such that (i,H,B) is a Wiener space is developed in [R-R]. Let B be the
completion of S(R2) with respect to the following norm, where α > 0 and β > 1/2:
‖f‖B = ‖P−α1 Q−1β P−1f‖L2,
P = (1−∆)1/2 P1 = (1− ∂2x1)1/2 Qβ(x) = (1 + |x|2)1/2[ln((1 + |x|2)1/2)]β .
Let i be the natural injection from H in B. Then (i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener space (cf [R-R]). Indeed, P is
an isomorphism from L2(R2) on H . Reed and Rosen prove (Lemma 1) that P−1P−α1 Q
−1
β is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator in L2(R2) if α > 0 and β > 1/2. Hence P (P−1P−α1 Q
−1
β )P
−1 is Hilbert-Schmidt in H . The statement
of [R-R] is, then, a consequence of example 8.1.
The following example shows that our results apply to interacting lattices. The Wiener space (i,H,B) which
is defined there exceeds the frame of Example 8.1.
Proposition 8.1. Let H = ℓ2(Γ,R), where Γ is a countable set, for example a lattice in Zd. Choose a family
b = (bj)(j∈Γ) of real positive numbers such that, for all ε > 0, the family of positive real numbers
Rj(bj , ε) =
∫ +∞
εbj
e−
x2
2 dx j ∈ Γ (115)
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is summable. Let B denote the space of all families (xj)(j∈Γ) such that
(
|xj |
bj
)
(j∈Γ)
is bounded and converges to
zero when j goes to infinity. This space has the norm
‖x‖B = sup
j∈Γ
|xj |
bj
. (116)
In this case, the space H = ℓ2(Γ,R) is densely embedded in B. Moreover, for all h > 0, the restriction to H of
the norm of B is H−measurable.
Proof. A seminorm N on a Hilbert space H is said to be tame if it has the form N(x) = N˜(πE(x)), where
E is a subspace in F(H), πE : H → E is the orthogonal projections on E and N˜ is a norm on E. One chooses
an increasing sequence of finite subsets Γp of Γ, whose union is Γ. One defines an increasing sequence Np of
tame semi-norms on H = ℓ2(Γ,R) by setting:
Np(x) = sup
j∈Γp
|xj |
bj
. (117)
It is well known (cf. L. Gross [G-3], Theorem 1, p. 95), that, if Np is an increasing sequence of tame semi-norms
on H and if, for all h > 0 and ε > 0,
lim
p→∞µH,h ({x ∈ H, Np(x) ≤ ε}) > 0 , (118)
then limp→∞Np(x) exists for all x ∈ H and the limit defines a H−measurable semi-norm (see Definition 4.1).
For all ε > 0, the set
Cp = {x ∈ H, Np(x) ≤ ε}
is a cylinder set of H . It can be written Cp = π
−1
E (Ω), with E = R
Γp and Ω =
∏
j∈Γp [−εbj, εbj]. Its µH,h-
measure, defined in (42), is therefore
µH,h(Cp) =
∏
j∈Γp
(2πh)−1/2
∫ εbj
−εbj
e−
x2
2h dx .
The sequence µH,h(Cp) decreases to a nonnegative limit. One has
µH,h(Cp) =
∏
j∈Γp
[
1− 2(2πh)−1/2
∫ +∞
εbj
e−
x2
2h dx
]
=
∏
j∈Γp
[
1− 2(2π)−1/2Rj(bj , ε√
h
)
]
where Rj(., .) is defined by (115). Since the factors of this product are positive, the limit is positive provided the
family Rj(bj ,
ε√
h
) is summable. Hence the sequence (Np) satisfies (118) and the limit of this sequence, which is
the restriction of the norm of B to H , is H− measurable. 
For example if Γ = Zd and if γ > 0, the family of real numbers bj = (1 + |j|)γ is such that the family
Rj(bj , ε) defined in (115) is summable for all ε > 0. Hence this family (bj) can be used in the definition of the
Banach space before (116).
8.2 Examples of stochastic extensions.
The most natural example of a stochastic extension is the continuous extension, using density arguments. The
following proposition is not very different from [K], Chapter 1, Theorem 6.3.
Proposition 8.2. If f is bounded on H and uniformly continuous with respect to the restriction, to H, of the
norm of B, then the stochastic extension and the extension of f obtained by density are almost everywhere the
same.
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Kree, Ra¸czka and B. Lascar sometimes supposed the symbols were Fourier transforms of bounded measures
on H2. The following proposition shows that such functions admit stochastic extensions.
Proposition 8.3. Let ν be a complex bounded measure on the Borel σ-algebra of a real separable Hilbert space
H. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space. For every x in H, set
ν̂(x) =
∫
H
eiu·xdν(u). (119)
Then for every positive h, the function ν̂ has a stochastic extension for the measure µB,h, in the sense of
Definition 4.4.
Proof. Let (En) be an increasing sequence of F(H), whose union is dense in H . Let πn : H → En be the
orthogonal projection on En and π˜n : B → En its stochastic extension, defined by (50). If m < n, one has,
using Fubini’s theorem and Jensen’s inequality:
‖ν̂ ◦ π˜n − ν̂ ◦ π˜m‖2L2(B,µB,h) ≤ |ν|(H)
∫
H×B
∣∣∣eiu·π˜n(x) − eiu·π˜m(x)∣∣∣2 d|ν|(u)dµB,h(x).
According to (49) and (51), for all u in H :∫
B
∣∣∣eiu·π˜m(x) − eiu·π˜n(x)∣∣∣2 dµB,h(x) ≤ inf(2, h|πm(u)− πn(u)|2).
Hence
‖ν̂ ◦ π˜n − ν̂ ◦ π˜m‖2L2(B,µB,h) ≤ |ν|(H)
∫
H
inf(2, h|πn(u)− πm(u)|2)d|ν|(u).
According the dominated convergence Theorem, the sequence of functions ν̂ ◦ π˜n is a Cauchy sequence in
L2(B, µB,h). The same argument shows that the limit does not depend on the sequence of subspaces. Therefore,
the function ν̂ admits a stochastic extension in the sense of L2(B, µB,h) (Definition 4.4).
We now prove that, if the sequence (εj) is summable, Hypothesis (H1) of Theorem 1.4 implies Hypothesis
(H2), that is the existence of a stochastic extension.
Proposition 8.4. Let F be a function in S1(M, ε), with respect to a Hilbert basis (ej)(j∈Γ), where the sequence
(εj)(j∈Γ) is summable. Then, for every positive h, F admits a stochastic extension in L1(B2, µB2,h).
Proof. Up to a change of notations, one can suppose that Γ is the set of integers greater than 1. For all
j ≥ 1, set uj = (ej , 0) and vj = (0, ej). Let Fp be the subspace spanned by the uj and vj (j ≤ p). Let (En) be
an increasing sequence of F(H2), whose union is dense in H2. For all m and n such that m < n, let Smn be
the orthogonal supplement of Em in En. We now prove that:∫
B2
|F (π˜Em(X))− F (π˜En(X))|dµB2,h(X) ≤M
∞∑
j=1
εj
(
|πSmn(uj)|+ |πSmn(vj)|
)
. (120)
For all p ≥ 1, for all X and Y in H2 set:
Fp(X,Y ) = F (πFp(Y ) + π(Fp)⊥(X))− F (X).
Since F is continuous, one has:
lim
p→∞
Fp(X,Y ) = F (Y )− F (X) (X,Y ) ∈ H4. (121)
One can write
Fp(X,Y ) =
p∑
j=1
ϕj(X,Y ) ϕj(X,Y ) = F (πFj (Y ) + π(Fj)⊥(X))− F (πFj−1 (Y ) + π(Fj−1)⊥(X)).
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According to Taylor’s formula, there exist functions Aj(X,Y ) and Bj(X,Y ) such that
ϕj(X,Y ) = Aj(X,Y )uj · (X−Y )+Bj(X,Y )vj · (X−Y ) |Aj(X,Y )| ≤Mεj |Bj(X,Y )| ≤Mεj .
Therefore,
|Fp(X,Y )| ≤M
p∑
j=1
εj(|uj · (X − Y )|+ |vj · (X − Y )|).
It follows that, if m < n, for almost every X in B2:
|Fp(π˜Em(X), π˜En(X))| ≤M
p∑
j=1
εj(|uj · π˜Smn(X)|+ |vj · π˜Smn(X)|).
According to (51):
|Fp(π˜Em(X), π˜En(X))| ≤M
p∑
j=1
εj(|ℓπSmn(uj)(X)|+ |ℓπSmn(vj)(X)|).
According to (44), in L1(B2, µB2,h):∫
B2
|Fp(π˜Em(X), π˜En(X))|dµB2,h(X) ≤M
√
2h/π
p∑
j=1
εj(|πSmn(uj)|+ |πSmn(vj)|).
Letting p grow to infinity and using (121), one obtains (120). Since the sequence (εj)(j∈Γ) is summable, the
right term of (120) converges to 0 when m goes to infinity, according to the dominated convergence Theorem,
which proves the proposition.
We now give examples of functions belonging to S1(1, ε), where the sequence (εj)(j∈Γ) is only square
summable and not summable and who, nevertheless, admit stochastic extensions. Indeed, one will prove in
Section 8.3 that, in the proposition below, if the sequence (gj) is bounded and if the function V is C
2 with
bounded derivatives of order ≤ 2, then the function At (t > 0) is in S1(1, ε), with εj = Cgj .
Proposition 8.5. Set Γ = Zd, H = ℓ2(Zd). Let B be a Banach space such that (i,H,B) is an abstract Wiener
space. Let V : R→ R+ be a lipschitzian function. Let (gj)(j∈Γ) be a square summable sequence of positive real
numbers such that, if |j − k| ≤ 1, the quotient gj/gk is smaller than a constant C > 0. For all x in H, set:
p(x) =
∑
(j, k) ∈ Γ× Γ
|j − k| = 1
gjgkV (xj − xk) At(x) = e−tp(x) (t > 0). (122)
Then the function A admits a stochastic extension A˜t in B in the sense of Definition 4.4.
Proof. Let (En) be an increasing sequence in F(H), whose reunion is dense in H . Let π˜En be the application
defined in Proposition 1.1. Let us prove that the sequence (p ◦ π˜En) is a Cauchy sequence in L1(B, µB,h).
Denoting by (ej)(j∈Γ) the canonical basis of H , one has, for all m and n such that m < n and for all x ∈ B:
|p ◦ π˜En(x)− p ◦ π˜Em(x)| ≤
∑
(j, k) ∈ Γ× Γ
|j − k| = 1
gjgk|V (ℓπEn(ej−ek)(x)) − V (ℓπEm (ej−ek)(x))|
where πEn : H → En is the orthogonal projection. If K is a constant such that |V (x) − V (y)| ≤ K|x− y| for
all real numbers x et y, one has:∫
B
|p ◦ π˜En(x)− p ◦ π˜Em(x)|dµB,h(x) ≤ K
∑
(j, k) ∈ Γ× Γ
|j − k| = 1
gjgk
∫
B
ℓπEn(ej−ek)(x) − ℓπEm(ej−ek)(x))|dµB,h(x).
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According to (44), one deduces:∫
B
|p ◦ π˜En(x)− p ◦ π˜Em(x)|dµB,h(x) ≤ K
√
2h/π
∑
(j, k) ∈ Γ× Γ
|j − k| = 1
gjgk|πEn(ej − ek)− πEm(ej − ek)|.
Under our hypotheses, the family (gj)(j∈Γ) is square summable and the sequence of the projections πEn converges
strongly to the identity. Hence the right term converges to 0 when m = inf(m,n) goes to infinity. The sequence
of functions (p ◦ π˜En) is thus a Cauchy sequence in L1(B, µB,h). The same arguments prove that the limit does
not depend on the sequence (En). One concludes that the sequence (At ◦ π˜En) converges in probability, which
proves the proposition. 
The following examples of stochastic extensions are concerned with linear, quadratic or harmonic functions.
Proposition 8.6. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4). For all (a, b) in the complexified
HC, one defines two functions ϕ and F on H
2 by:
ϕ(x, ξ) = a · x+ b · ξ F (x, ξ) = eϕ(x,ξ). (123)
These functions have stochastic extensions ϕ˜ and F˜ (in the sense of Definition 4.4, with p = 2).
Proof. It suffices to set
ϕ˜(x, ξ) = ℓa(x) + ℓb(ξ) F˜ (X) = e
ϕ˜(X).
Let (En) be an increasing sequence in F(H), whose union is dense in H . According to (51) and (44) (with
p = 2), one has::
‖ϕ˜− ϕ ◦ π˜En‖2L2(B2,µB2,h/2) = h(|a− πEna|
2 + |b − πEnb|2).
Hence ϕ˜ is really a stochastic extension of ϕ in L2(B2, µB2,h/2) in the sense of Definition 4.4. Moreover, still
according to (51):
‖F˜ − F ◦ π˜En‖2L2(B2,µB2,h/2)| =
∫
B2
∣∣∣eℓa(x)+ℓb(ξ) − eℓπEna(x)+ℓπEnb(ξ)∣∣∣2 dµB2,h/2(x, ξ).
Using (49) proves that the right term converges to 0, which proves the proposition.
Proposition 8.7. Let(i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4). Let T be a positive, self-adjoint,
trace-class operator in H2. One defines a function ϕ and, for all positive t a function Ft on H
2 by:
ϕ(X) =< TX,X > Ft(X) = e
−tϕ(X) X ∈ H2. (124)
Then the function ϕ has a stochastic extension ϕ˜ in L2(B2, µB2,h/2) (in the sense of Definition 4.4). The norm
N2(ϕ˜) defined in (12) is finite. The function Ft has a stochastic extension F˜t, (in the sense of Definition 4.4).
For every bounded continuous function G, the function X → G(ϕ(X)) admits a stochastic extension in the
sense of Definition 4.4.
Proof. Let (uj)(j≥0) be a Hilbert basis ofH2 consisting in eigenvectors of T and let (λj) be the corresponding
eigenvalues. Since the family (λj) is summable, the sequence of functions
Sn(X) =
n∑
j=0
λjℓuj (X)
2
is a Cauchy sequence in L2(B2, µB2,h/2). This is a consequence of the Wick Theorem (Theorem 4.3). Indeed,
one has for all u and v in H2, (with 2p = 4),∫
B2
ℓu(X)
2ℓv(X)
2dµB2,h/2(X) =
h2
4
[
|u|2 |v|2 + 2(u · v)2
]
. (125)
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The limit of this sequence of functions is denoted by
ϕ˜(X) =
∑
j≥0
λjℓuj (X)
2.
One defines a measurable bounded function by:
F˜t(X) = e
−tϕ˜(X).
Let (En) be an increasing sequence in F(H), whose union is dense in H . According to (51):
ϕ ◦ π˜En(X) =
∑
j≥0
λj(ℓπEn(uj)(X))
2.
Hence
‖ϕ˜− ϕ ◦ π˜En‖2L2(B2,µB2,h/2) ≤
∑
|A(n)jk ||λjλk|
A
(n)
jk =
∫
B2
[
ℓuj (X)
2 − ℓπEn(uj)(X)2
][
ℓuk(X)
2 − ℓπEn(uk)(X)2
]
dµB2,h/2(X).
Using the particular case (125) of Wick’s theorem one gets:
A
(n)
jk =
h2
4
[
1 + 2(uj · uk)2 + |πEn(uj)|2 |πEn(uk)|2 − 2(uj · πEn(uk))2 − |πEn(uj)|2 − |πEn(uk)|2
]
The sequence A
(n)
jk is thus uniformly bounded and converges to 0 when n goes to infinity, for all fixed j and k.
Hence if T is trace-class,
lim
n→+∞ ‖ϕ˜− ϕ ◦ π˜En‖
2
L2(B2,µB2,h/2)
= 0.
Therefore ϕ˜ is really a stochastic extension of ϕ in L2(B2, µB2,h/2). One deduces easily that, if ϕ ≥ 0 the
function F˜ is a stochastic extension of F in the sense of Definition 4.4.
A necessary condition for a function f , continuous on H , to admit a stochastic extension in the L2(B, µB,h)
sense (cf. Definition 4.4), is that there exists a positive M such that for all subspace E in F(H):
‖f ◦ π˜E‖L2(B,µB,h) ≤M. (126)
According to (7), it is equivalent to the fact that, for every subspace E in F(H), one has:
‖f
∣∣∣
E
‖L2(E,µE,h) ≤M. (127)
But this condition is not sufficient.
Theorem 8.8. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space. Let f be a continuous function on H. Suppose that
the restrictions of f to the subspaces in F(H) are harmonic functions. Suppose there exist h > 0 and M > 0
such that, for every subset E in F(H), (126) holds. Then f admits a stochastic extension in the L2(B, µB,h)
sense.
Proof. For every subspace E in F(H), set fE = f ◦ π˜E . One notices that, for all E and F in F(H), such
that E ⊂ F and for every bounded and measurable function g : B → C, one has∫
B
[fF (x) − fE(x)] g ◦ π˜E(x)dµB,h(x) = 0. (128)
In order to prove it, let us take an orthonormal basis {e1, ..., en} of F , such that {e1, ..., em} is a basis of E
(m < n). Set x′ = (x1, xm), x′′ = (xm+1, ...xn), x = (x′, x′′) and:
ϕ1(x
′) = f(x1e1 + ...+ xmem) ϕ2(x) = f(x1e1 + ...+ xnen),
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ψ(x′) = g(x1e1 + ...+ xmem).
According to (7), the left term of (128) can be written as:
I(ϕ1, ϕ2, ψ) =
∫
Rn
[ϕ2(x)− ϕ1(x′)]ψ(x′)dµRn,h(x).
Since the function ϕ2 is harmonic, one has for all x
′, according to the mean-value property:∫
R(n−m)
ϕ2(x
′, x”)dµR(n−m),h(x”) = ϕ2(x
′, 0) = ϕ1(x′).
Hence I(ϕ1, ϕ2, ψ) = 0 and the property is satisfied. Since fE is π˜E- measurable, it amounts to the fact that
fE is the conditional expectancy of fF with respect to π˜E :
fE = E(fF |π˜E). (129)
Let (En) be an increasing sequence in F(H), whose union is dense in H . Then the sequence of σ-algebras
σ(π˜En) is a filtration. The equality (129), with E and F replaced with En and En+1, proves that the sequence
of functions fEn is a martingale for this filtration. Moreover, according to (126), it is bounded in L
2. There
exists a function f˜ in L2(B, µB,h) (depending, at first sight, on the sequence (En)n∈N) such that, for all n:
fEn = E(f˜ |π˜En) lim
n→+∞
‖fEn − f˜‖L2(B,µB,h) = 0. (130)
The second point shows that the conditions of Definition 4.4 are satisfied.
Now let us check that the function f˜ constructed above does not depend on the sequence (En)n∈N. Consider
two increasing sequences (En) and (E
′
n) in F(H), whose union is dense in H and let f˜ and f˜ ′ in L2(B, µB,h) be
the functions given by the preceding construction. We have to prove that f˜ = f˜ ′. Set E′′n = En + E
′
n. Let f˜
′′
be the function associated with the sequence (E′′n), according to the first step. We first prove that, for every n,
E(f˜ ′′ − f˜ |π˜En) = 0. (131)
According to the point (130) of the first step, one has, for all n, E(f˜ ′′|π˜E′′n ) = fE′′n . According to (129), one
deduces that, since En ⊂ E′′n :
E(f˜ ′′|π˜En) = E(fE′′n |π˜En) = fEn .
But the limit f˜ of (130) is the function associated with the sequence (En) by the first step. Hence
E(f˜ |π˜En) = fEn .
Therefore, for all n, (131) is satisfied. With the notations of the first part of the proof, one obtains that, for
every bounded function ϕ : B → R, measurable with respect to the sub-σ-algebra σ(π˜En), one can write:∫
B
(f˜ ′′ − f˜)ϕ(x)dµB,h(x) = 0. (132)
Set C = ∪∞n=1σ(π˜En) and let T be the σ-algebra generated by C. Equation (132) still holds for all T -measurable
and bounded functions, according to an consequence of the πλ theorem of Dynkin. Moreover, one can see that
T ∗, the σ-algebra generated by T and the negligible Borel sets, is indeed the Borel σ-algebra. This establishes
(132) for all bounded Borel functions ϕ and implies that f˜ ′′ = f˜ .
8.3 Examples of symbols in S
m
(M, ε).
Let us now give examples of symbols belonging to the sets Sm(M, ε). The example below shows that Definition
1.1 is coherent with former articles.
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Proposition 8.9. Let (i,H,B) be an abstract Wiener space satisfying (4). For all a and b in H, let Fa,b be
the function on H2 defined by:
Fa,b(x, ξ) = e
i(a·x+b·ξ). (133)
If (ej)(j≥1) is an arbitrary Hilbert basis of H and if m is a positive integer, the function Fa,b is in the set
Sm(1, ε) associated with this basis, with
εj = max(|ej · a|, |ej · b|) (134)
and this sequence is square summable. Let OpWeylh (Fa,b) be the operator, bounded on L
2(B, µB,h/2), associated
with Fa,b by Theorem 1.4 (this function admits a stochastic extension according to Proposition 8.6). Then the
operator OpWeylh (Fa,b) is equal to the operator Ua,b,h defined by
(Ua,b,hf)(u) = e
−h2 |b|2+ih2 a·b+iℓa+ib(u)f(u+ hb) a.e.u ∈ B. (135)
Proof. The first claim, that Fa,b is in Sm(1, ε), is easy to verify. The fact that the right term of (135) defines
a bounded operator in L2(B, µB,h/2) is a consequence of Proposition 4.2. Let us prove that Ua,b,h is equal to
the operator associated with the function Fa,b by Theorem 1.4. Since Fa,b is in S2(1, ε), one can apply (111).
Hence it suffices to prove, denoting by F˜a,b the stochastic extension of Fa,b, that, for all X and Y in H ,
< Ua,b,h(Ψ˜X,h), Ψ˜Y,h >=
∫
B2
F˜a,b(Z)H
Gauss
h (Ψ˜X,h, Ψ˜Y,h)(Z)dµB2,h/2(Z) (136)
Indeed, the set of functions Ψ˜X,h (X ∈ H) is total in L2(B, µB,h/2) (this is, for example, a consequence of
Janson [J], Theorem D.10). One easily verifies that:
Ua,b,h(Ψ˜X,h) = e
i
2 (a·x+b·ξ)Ψ˜x−hb,ξ+ha,h.
Consequently, using (60):
< Ua,b,h(Ψ˜X,h), Ψ˜Y,h >= e
− 14h (|x−y−hb|2+|ξ−η+ha|2)+ i2h (y·ξ−x·η+ha·(x+y)+hb·(ξη)).
One then uses the expression of the stochastic extension of the Wigner function of the coherent states, given by
(80) and (77), as well as (43). This yields∫
B2
F˜a,b(Z)H˜
Gauss
h (Ψ˜X,h, Ψ˜Y,h)(Z)dµB2,h/2(Z) =
= e−
1
4h (|x−y−hb|2+|ξ−η+ha|2)+ i2h (y·ξ−x·η+ha·(x+y)+hb·(ξ+η)).
One has proved (136). Therefore the operator associated with the function Fa,b by Theorem 1.4 is equal to the
operator Ua,b,h defined by (135).
Proposition 8.10. 1. For all a et b in H, the quadratic Weyl form associated (in the sense of Definition
1.2), with the stochastic extension ϕ˜a,b of the function ϕa,b(x, ξ) = a · x+ b · ξ satisfies
QWeylh (ϕ˜a,b)(f, g) =< ℓa+ibf +
h
i
b · ∂f
∂u
, g >L2(B,µB,h/2) f, g ∈ D, (137)
where the function u→ ℓa+ib(u) is introduced in Proposition 1.1.
2. Let F be a function on H2 which can be expressed as:
F (t, τ) =
∫
H2
ei(x·t+ξ·τ)dν(x, ξ) (138)
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where ν is a complex measure, bounded on H2. Let F˜ be the stochastic extension of F , which exists accord-
ing to Proposition 8.3. Let QWeylh (F˜ ) be the quadratic Weyl form associated with this stochastic extension
according to Definition 1.2 and QAWh (F˜ ) the quadratic anti-Wick form associated with it according to (23).
Then for all f and g in D:
QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
H2
< Ux,ξ,hf, g > dν(x, ξ), (139)
QAWh (F˜ )(f, g) =
∫
H2
e−
h
4 (|x|2+|ξ|2) < Ux,ξ,hf, g > dν(x, ξ), (140)
where Ux,ξ,h is defined by (135). There exists an operator Op
Weyl
h (F ) bounded on L
2(B, µB,h/2), whose
norm is smaller than |ν|(H2), such that QWeylh (F˜ )(f, g) =< OpWeylh (F )f, g > for all f and g in D.
Proof. Point 1). Let us first suppose that a and b belong to B′. Let E be in F(B′), let f̂ and ĝ be functions
on E such that f = f̂ ◦ π˜E and g = ĝ ◦ π˜E . One can assume that a ∈ E and b ∈ E. Let ϕ̂ be the restriction of
ϕa,b to E
2. According to (14), one has:
QWeylh (ϕ˜a,b)(f, g) =< Op
Weyl,Leb
h (ϕ̂)γE,h/2f̂ , γE,h/2ĝ >L2(E,λ) .
Using the usual Weyl calculus in a finite dimensional setting gives:
OpWeyl,Lebh (ϕ̂)γE,h/2f̂(u) = a · uγE,h/2f̂(u) +
h
i
b · ∂
∂u
γE,h/2f̂(u) = γE,h/2F̂ (u)
where we set:
F̂ (u) = (a+ ib) · uf̂(u) + h
i
b · ∂f̂
∂u
.
Since γE,h/2 is an isometry, one can write:
QWeylh (ϕ˜a,b)(f, g) =< F̂ , ĝ >L2(E,µE,h/2)=< F̂ ◦ π˜E , ĝ ◦ π˜E >L2(B,µB,h/2),
which implies (137) in the case when (a, b) ∈ B′2.
If a, b ∈ H , let (an)n, (bn)n be sequences of B′ converging to a, b in H . One can then check that N1(ϕ˜an,bn −
ϕ˜a,b) ≤ C(|a − an| + |b − bn|) for a real constant C. Then Proposition 4.10 implies that QWeylh (ϕ˜an,bn)(f, g)
converges to the left term of (137). To treat the right term, one proves that there exists a constant C(f, g)
depending on f and g such that
| < ℓa+ibf + h
i
b · ∂f
∂u
, g >L2(B,µB,h/2) | ≤ ((|a− an|+ |b− bn|)C(f, g),
using (7) and the fact that γE,h/2fˆ , γE,h/2gˆ are rapidly decreasing. This proves the convergence for the right
term and establishes (137) in the general case.
Point 2). Let E be the space of all functions F in L1(B2, µB2,h/2) such that, for all Y in H
2, the function
F (Y + ·) is in L1(B2, µB2,h/2) and such that N1(F ), defined in (12), is finite. This space, equipped with the
norm N1(·), is a Banach space. For all (x, ξ) in H2, the function F˜x,ξ, stochastic extension of the function Fx,ξ
defined in (133), is in E and the application which associates F˜x,ξ with every (x, ξ) in H
2, is continuous from
H2 in (E,N1). More precisely, one can prove that, for U, V ∈ H2 and Y ∈ H2,∫
B2
|eiℓU (X+Y ) − eiℓV (X+Y )| dµB2,h/2(X) =
∫
R
|ei(
√
h/2|U−V |u+Y ·(U−V ))| dµR,1(u)
and derive from that the continuity. This allows us to define
∫
H2 F˜x,ξ dν(x, ξ) as a Bochner integral, following
[Y], chapter V. One can notice that
∫
H2
F˜x,ξ dν(x, ξ) is the stochastic extension of (z, ζ) 7→
∫
H2
ei(x·z+ξ·ζ) dν(x, ξ)
in the sense of Definition 4.4 (for any µB2,t and p = 2).
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Finally, for all f and g in D, the application which associates QWeylh (F )(f, g) with every F in E is continuous
on E, according to Proposition 4.10. This yields
QWeylh
(∫
H2
F˜x,ξ dν(x, ξ)
)
(f, g) =
∫
H2
QWeylh
(
F˜x,ξ
)
(f, g) dν(x, ξ).
Since OpWeylh (Fx,ξ) is the operator Ux,ξ,h of (135), one obtains (139). The upper bound comes from the fact
that the operator Ux,ξ,h is unitary in L
2(B, µB,h/2).
Now let us prove (140). According to (22) and (43), one has the following equality for (x, ξ) ∈ (B′)2 :
H˜h/2F˜x,ξ = e
−h4 (|x|2+|ξ|2)F˜x,ξ.
Since both sides are continuous functions onH2 ( thanks to (49) and Proposition 4.5) and valued in L2(B2, µB2,h/2),
it holds true on H2. Hence
QAWh (F˜x,ξ)(f, g) = e
−h4 (|x|2+|ξ|2) < Ux,ξ,hf, g > .
Similar arguments allow to integrate on H2, which yields (140). 
In the articles on Fock spaces, the operator on the right side of (137) is usually called Segal field and its
exponential Ua,b,h, Weyl operator (see [R-S] vol. II, sect. X, p.209-210 or [B-R] vol.II, sect.5.2.1.2, p.12-13).
In B. Lascar’s survey [LA-1] (Definition 10 and Proposition 1.7), one finds the expression (140) of the anti-
Wick operator for h = 2 in the case when F is of the form (138). The operator denoted by τy′+iy′′ in Proposition
1.7 of [LA-1] is equal to e−(1/2)(|y
′|2+|y′′|2)Uy′′,y′,2. To give the analogous expression of the Weyl operator (for
h = 2), it would have been enough, in [LA-1], to suppress the factor e−(1/2)(|y
′|2+|y′′|2) in the integral.
One finds in [K-R] an analogous expression, using the creation and annihilation operators. For all a and b in
H , one denotes by a(−b+ ia) and a⋆(−b+ ia)) the operators whose Weyl symbols are respectively the functions
on H2 (−b − ia) · (x + iξ)/(√2h) and (−b + ia)(x − iξ)/(√2h) and which are not bounded on L2(B, µBh/2).
With these notations, one verifies that
Ua,b,h = e
√
h
2 a
⋆(−b+ia))e−
√
h
2 a(−b+ia)e−
h
4 (|a|2+|b|2). (141)
One finds in [K-R] (formula (106), maybe up to some insignificant modifications), when F is of the form (138),
an expression comparable to (139) and using the factorization (141) above.
The last example is inspired by interacting lattices. It reminds of a lattice of harmonic oscillators with a
coupling between nearest neighbours.
Proposition 8.11. Set Γ = Zd and H = ℓ2(Zd). Let V : R → R+ be a smooth function whose derivatives of
order greater than 1 are bounded. Let (gj)(j∈Γ) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that, if |j − k| ≤ 1,
the quotient gj/gk is smaller than a constant K0 > 1. For all (x, ξ) in H
2 and all t > 0 set:
f(x, ξ) =
∑
j∈Γ
g2j ξ
2
j +
∑
(j, k) ∈ Γ× Γ
|j − k| = 1
gjgkV (xj − xk) Ft(x, ξ) = e−tf(x,ξ), (142)
where | · | refers to the norm ℓ∞ on Rd.
For all m ≥ 1, the function Ft is in Sm(1, ε(m)), with
ε
(m)
j ≤ Cmmax(g2j , g1/mj ), (143)
where Cm depends only on m, t, d, K0 and on the bounds for the derivatives of V , up to order 2m.
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Proof. Let p and At be the functions defined by (122) (Proposition 8.5), identified with functions on H
2,
independent on ξ. With the notations of Definition 1.4, we have, for each finitely supported multi-index α such
that α 6= 0 and αj ≤ m for all j and for all x ∈ Rn:
|∂αu p(x)| ≤
∏
j∈S(α)
(λ
(m)
j )
αj λ
(m)
j = 2 3
dK0max(g
2
j , g
1/m
j ) max
1≤k≤2m
(
‖V (k)‖∞
)1/k
(144)
where S(α) is the set of sites j ∈ Γ such that αj 6= 0. We have used the fact that the number of elements of
Z
d which are in the unit ball for the ℓ∞ norm is lesser than 3d. We shall use a multidimensional version of
the Faa di Bruno formula, due to Constantine Savits [C-S]. For every multi-index α, let F (α) be the set of all
applications ϕ from the set of multiindices β 6= 0 such that β ≤ α into the nonnegative integers such that∑
06=β≤α
ϕ(β)β = α. (145)
If α 6= 0, Constantine-Savits’ formula can be written:
∂αu e
−tp(x) = α!e−tp(x)
∑
ϕ∈F (α)
∏
06=β≤α
1
ϕ(β)!
[
∂βu (−tp(x))
β!
]ϕ(β)
. (146)
In the above sum, we may replace F (α) with the subset E(α) of all ϕ in F (α) such that ϕ(β) = 0 for all
multi-index β such that ∂βup(x) vanishes identically. By (144) and (145), we have, for each ϕ ∈ F (α):∏
06=β≤α
∣∣∂β(−tp(x))∣∣ϕ(β) ≤ tr(ϕ) ∏
j∈S(α)
(λ
(m)
j )
αj r(ϕ) =
∑
06=β≤α
ϕ(β) (147)
If αj ≤ m for all j, we have r(ϕ) ≤ m|S(α)| for each ϕ ∈ F (α). We have also α! ≤ (m!)|S(α)|. For each β 6= 0
such that β ≤ α and for each ϕ in F (α), there exists j such that βj 6= 0, and therefore :
ϕ(β) ≤ ϕ(β)βj ≤
∑
06=γ≤α
ϕ(γ)γj = αj ≤ m. (148)
Let I(α) be the set of all multi-indices β 6= 0 such that β ≤ α and such that ∂βup does not vanish identically.
By (148), the number of elements of E(α) is not greater than the number of applications of I(α) to the set
{0, ...,m}, that is to say (m + 1)|I(α)|. By the form (122) of p, for each point j, the number of multi-indices
β such that βj 6= 0, βk ≤ m for all k ∈ Γ and such that ∂βp(x) does not vanish identically, is smaller than
3dm2. Therefore, if αk ≤ m for all k, the number of elements of I(α) is not greater than 3dm2|S(α)|. Hence the
number of elements of E(α) is not greater than (m+ 1)3
dm2|S(α)|. Therefore, if t < 1, and if αk ≤ m for all k:∣∣∣∂αu e−tp(x)∣∣∣ ≤ [m!(m+ 1)3dm2]|S(α)| ∏
j∈S(α)
(λ
(m)
j )
αj .
If t > 1, we have: ∣∣∣∂αu e−tp(x)∣∣∣ ≤ tm|S(α)| [m!(m+ 1)3dm2]|S(α)| ∏
j∈S(α)
(λ
(m)
j )
αj .
Therefore, in both cases:
|∂αu e−tp(x)| ≤
∏
j∈S(α)
(ε′j(t))
αj ε′j(t) = m!(m+ 1)
3dm2 max(1, tm)λ
(m)
j . (149)
Now set:
q(ξ) =
∑
j∈Γ
g2j ξ
2
j Bt(ξ) = e
−tq(ξ).
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One easily checks that:
|∂βv e−tq(ξ)| ≤
∏
j∈S(β)
(ε′′j (t))
βj (150)
with
ε′′j (t) = Cmgj
√
t Cm = max
α≤m
sup
ξ∈R
∣∣∣∂αe−ξ2 ∣∣∣1/|α| .
The proposition follows, setting ε
(m)
j (t) = max(ε
′
j(t), ε
′′
j (t)). 
If H is the Hilbert space of Proposition 8.11, let B be a Banach space containing H and such that (i,H,B) is
an abstract Wiener space. The space B may be the one of Proposition 8.1. If the family (gj)(j∈Γ) is summable,
according to Propositions 8.5 and 8.7, the function Ft defined on H
2 in (142) admits a stochastic extension F˜t
in B2. Moreover, for m = 2, the family (ε
(2)
j )(j∈Γ) satisfying (143) is square summable. According to Theorem
1.4, one can associate with Ft a Weyl operator, bounded in L
2(B, µB,h/2).
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